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Executive Summary 

As both costs and demands in healthcare are ever increasing, the need for powerful improvements of 

hospital processes is more present than ever. Hospitals are required to cure more patients, in a shorter 

amount of time, with fewer waiting time between treatments, with fewer errors and at lower costs.  

In the literature on healthcare processes, a number of useful tools can be found. First, Riemers (2009) 

created a method for the analysis of care pathways with the use of Process Mining (PM) and Visual 

Analytics (VA). Secondly, business process management (BPM), and more specific, business process 

redesign (BPR) best practices can be applied to make healthcare process perform better. Furthermore, 

several hospitals have improved or are currently improving their care pathways; therefore, when 

redesigning a pathway, one should take these improvements by other hospitals into account and use 

them as a process benchmark.  

Since each of these tools complement each other and promise substantial performance improvements, 

a combination will probably lead to even better improvements. However, the literature review indicated 

that currently no methodology is available that combines an analysis using PM and VA with the use of 

benchmarks and BPR best practices for the redesign of care pathways. 

 Therefore, this Master thesis seeks to develop such a methodology by answering the following research 

question: 

 

After providing some background regarding the research question as well as a description of the 

research method, this report shows the design of the methodology. This design is based on a number of 

criteria with which such a methodology should comply. Secondly, the methodology is tested by 

implementing it in a case study regarding the care for colorectal carcinoma patients in the Elkerliek 

hospital in Helmond, the Netherlands. In this case study, the methodology is first used to accurately 

describe the current process and its performance. Using the results of this analysis and two benchmark 

models, a first redesign is created. This redesign is further improved by the application of the redesign 

best practices. Throughout the methodology, a number of validation sessions is included to discuss and 

check intermediate results. 

The results of the case study are evaluated after which a reflection on the methodology is provided. The 

qualitative and quantitative (using simulation) evaluation of the impact of the methodology on the 

performance in the case study indicates that the methodology yields a design which leads to a 

considerable improvement. Furthermore, the impact of both the benchmarks and the BPR best practices 

is assessed quantitatively. Results show a substantial effect of both tools on the performance of the 

design. Additionally, validity of the methodology is proven and a number of indications exist that it is 

generalizable to other processes and hospitals. Finally, hospital staff that had been involved with the 

project evaluated the methodology positively. 

The results of the case study show that a number of constraints are set by the hospital staff. Some 

employees for instance never work on a Friday and do not want to change this. The analysis shows that 

How can Visual Analytics, Process Mining, process benchmarks and Business Process Redesign Best 

Practices be combined into one methodology for the analysis and redesign of care pathways and to 

what extent does this combination yield performance improvements of such pathways? 
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the effect of such constraints on the performance of the redesign can be large. In the case study 

described here, the constraints cause that it is possible that the goal set for the case study is no longer 

met (whereas the unconstrained redesign does meet this goal); also, the expected performance increase 

of the unconstrained redesign is reduced in general. Therefore, the hospital management should clearly 

state whether constraints should be removed or not, possibly enforcing staff to do so, making a trade-

off between the importance of the constraints and the influence of them on the performance.  

This report contributes to general science in a number of ways. First, it is shown that the method by 

Riemers, benchmarks and best practices can successfully be combined to create an effective and 

efficient methodology (i.e. a methodology that yields substantial performance improvements regarding 

performance dimensions that are included in the redesign project goal). Secondly, the impact of each of 

the elements of the methodology is made transparent and it is shown that they are all necessary in the 

methodology. Third, clear indications were found that the methodology can also be applied in other 

hospitals and/or for other processes; since no such methodology exists yet, the methodology itself is a 

substantial addition to science. Fourth, three possible new best practices (day treatment, slot 

reservation and overflow) were defined which are expected to be applicable in many other healthcare 

settings. 

Future research should focus on benchmarks; analyzing their availability and whether their use might 

lead to process ‘tunnel vision’. Also, additional case studies are required to test the reliability of the 

results yielded by the methodology as well as its applicability to other care pathways, both within the 

same hospital and in other hospitals. Additionally, as the case study provided a process that was very 

unstructured for which a large performance improvement was possible, the methodology should also be 

tested on mature processes for which reaching performance improvements may be more difficult. 

Finally, additional research is required regarding the possibility of adding the three best practices to the 

existing list.  
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Glossary 
ACH  Surgeon 

ANA  Anesthesiologist 

BPM  Business Process Management 

BPR  Business Process Redesign 

CC  Colon Carcinoma (intestinal cancer) 

CCV  Colon Care Nurse (in Dutch: Colon Care Verpleegkundige) 

CEA   Carcinoembryonic Antigen blood test 

DBC  Diagnosis Treatment Combination (in Dutch: Diagnose Behandel Combinatie) 

DIE  Dietician 

INT  Internist 

MDL  Gastroenterologist (In Dutch: Maag-Darm-Lever arts) 

KWF  Royal Dutch Cancer Foundation 

KPI  Key Performance Indicator 

OR  Operating Room 

PA  Pathologist 

PM  Process Mining 

RC  Rectum Carcinoma 

SLA  Service Level Agreement 

VA  Visual Analytics
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1. Introduction 
In this chapter a description of current developments in healthcare and business process management 

in healthcare is given which provides the motivation for this research project.  

1.1 Developments in healthcare 

In the literature review (Lassche, 2009) that was conducted prior to this project, a number of general 

developments within healthcare are specified. The most important development was that healthcare 

demands are constantly increasing, mainly caused by population growth and graying. This increase leads 

to higher costs (according to the World Health Organization (WHO, 2009) the Netherlands currently 

spend almost ten percent of their GDP on healthcare) but also to increased waiting and lead times. 

The case study described in this report concerns colon carcinoma patients. Regarding the care for this 

type of patients, a review was conducted by Van Steenbergen et al. (2010) who concluded that the time 

between diagnosis and treatment for colorectal (CRC, colon or rectum carcinoma) patients treated in 

the South of the Netherlands was too long. They first observed that norms set by the Dutch Cancer 

Society (KWF, see Section 5.1.3.2) are not met by the majority of all patients. Secondly, despite the 

effort put into the reduction of this lead time between 2005 and 2008, no shortening was found.  

1.2 Developments in Business Process Management (BPM) in healthcare 

To analyze healthcare processes and their performance, Riemers (2009) created a method based on 

Visual Analytics (VA) and Process Mining (PM); this method was implemented in two case studies and 

validated by Torres Ramos (2009). A description of the validated method is provided in Section 2.3. 

Furthermore, to support the creation of improved (redesigned) processes, some successful benchmark 

projects can be found; an example of this regarding CRC care is a recent project in the Dutch hospital of 

Venlo that yielded an extensive reduction of lead time, number of hospital visits and unnecessary 

activities. Additionally, a Business Process Redesign (BPR) approach using best practices (e.g. Limam 

Mansar and Reijers, 2007) can be applied to create and improve process redesigns. An elaboration of 

the use of benchmarks and the concepts of BPR and their applicability in healthcare is provided in 

Section 2.4.2 and Section 2.4.3 respectively.  

To conclude, a number of tools are available to analyze and redesign healthcare processes. The 

literature review by Lassche (2009) indicated, however, that currently there is no methodology available 

to effectively and efficiently combine these tools to come to a successful redesign. This report aims at 

creating and validating such a methodology. 

1.3 Report Structure 

This report is structured as follows: first a description of the current literature on the developments and 

tools described above is given in Chapter 2. Secondly, the research question and method are given in 

Chapter 3 followed by the methodology design in Chapter 4. The methodology is implemented in a case 

study which is described in Chapter 5, 6, 7 and 8. In Chapter 9 a reflection on the methodology is 

provided followed by a discussion of the conclusions and recommendations for further research. 
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2 Background 
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the principles that are used in the methodology. For a more 

elaborate review of the concepts presented here, please refer to the literature review created prior to 

this project (Lassche, 2009) and to the master theses by Riemers (2009) and by Torres Ramos (2009). 

2.1 BPM and the BPM lifecycle 

The foundation for Business Process Management (BPM) was created by Davenport (Davenport, 1993, 

p.1) who stated that, in order to dramatically improve business performance, “business must be viewed 

not in terms of functions, divisions or products, but of key processes”. These processes are independent 

of organizational boundaries, cross multiple functional areas and have at least one (internal or external) 

customer. BPM entails the analysis, management and improvement of such processes and is best 

illustrated using the BPM lifecycle. Several slightly different interpretations of this lifecycle exist (e.g. Zur 

Muehlen and Ho (2006), Netjes et al. (2006)); the interpretation by Netjes et al. is depicted in Figure 1 

and is used here to illustrate the concept.  

The starting point that is used for this project is 

the diagnosis phase in which the current 

pathway and its performance are analyzed; this 

is done both based on interviews and on data 

found in event logs of information systems. 

Using the results of the diagnosis, a (re)design is 

created which is then configured by creating all 

the necessary details for the execution of the 

process.  

 

 

 

During the execution phase the redesigned process becomes operational; while being executed, control 

mechanisms analyze whether the process performs as desired. When this is not the case, a new 

diagnostic phase is started to find points for improvement, thereby continuing the cycle. 

 

During control and diagnosis the performance of the 

process is measured and evaluated. Limam Mansar and 

Reijers (2005) state that this performance can be made 

operational using the Devil’s Quadrangle by Brand and 

Van der Kolk (1995). The devil’s quadrangle depicts four 

performance dimensions in one diagram: time, cost, 

quality and flexibility. Figure 2 shows the application of 

the devil’s quadrangle to the measurement of the effect 

of a possible redesign effort. The gray quadrangle is 

used as a reference to indicate the absence of an effect; 

the scoring of a dimension on the axes therefore is 

relative to having no impact. A score outside this gray 

area indicates a performance increase, a score within 

the quadrangle a decrease. The example of Figure 2 

shows for instance that, indicated by the dotted line, 

applying the ‘parallelism’ best practice to a process 

Figure 2: Application of the Devil’s Quadrangle 

(taken from Limam Mansar and Reijers (2007)) 

Figure 1: The BPM lifecycle (taken from Netjes et al., 

(2006)) 
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would theoretically lead to a reduction of quality, flexibility and time (improved performance on the 

time dimension) and an increase (worse performance) in cost. 

The time dimension refers to all time related measurements such as waiting time, processing time and 

lead time; quality may refer to internal quality, the wellbeing of employees, and external quality, 

indicating aspects such as patient satisfaction and medical outcomes. Cost is related to all costs that are 

involved in the process and the flexibility dimension indicates the ability to adapt to changes and to 

handle different types of cases. A more elaborate explanation of performance measurement within 

healthcare is given in the literature review (Lassche, 2009); the measures that are used in this project 

are explained in Section 6.1. 

2.2 BPM in healthcare 

In the literature review conducted prior to this research, a number of characteristics was found that 

differentiate healthcare processes from other processes. The first observation is that a high level of 

flexibility is required to support the ever changing conditions and treatments of patients. Each patient is 

unique to some extent and even though substantial standardization is possible, strong flexibility 

demands should almost always be taken into account. Secondly, because within healthcare ill humans 

are the cases that go through the process, not every principle from operations management can simply 

be applied. An example of this is the SPT rule (e.g. Hopp and Spearman, 2008) which states that optimal 

lead times occur when cases in a queue are ordered according to their expected processing time, giving 

priority to cases with the Shortest Processing Time. Applying such a rule allows for cases to be left in the 

queue for a long time if their processing time is very long. For patients it is, however, often not possible 

to for instance first treat all the simple short cases and let the more demanding cases wait. 

Considerations such as this one should be taken into account when applying operations management 

principles to healthcare. 

Third, analyzing processes starts with defining what actually constitutes the process by putting patients 

and processes into classifications. Within healthcare this is very difficult because of the large amount of 

population variation. Several techniques exist for creating such classifications; Mans et al. (2009) for 

instance use four levels to classify healthcare processes: type of care (acute versus elective), 

complication probability (high versus low), the fact whether the diagnosis is known and the complexity 

of the care (high versus low). A different form of classification is currently used in the Netherlands and 

uses the combination of diagnosis and treatment (in Dutch: Diagnose-Behandel Combinaties, DBCs (e.g. 

Oostenbrink and Rutten, 2006)) to define patient categories. DBCs are mainly used for financial 

purposes and are too detailed for operational management, yielding too many process classifications. 

Therefore, using a type of iso-process grouping (Vissers, 2006) is suggested here to determine the 

patients that are included in the analysis. Vissers describes iso groups as being homogeneous in terms of 

process and market performance, as containing a sufficient amount of patients to enable production 

control and as having pre-defined process trajectories and a manager assigned to it. The scope of the 

case study defined in Section 5.1.3 satisfies all these conditions except for the last one; no single 

responsible manager is assigned for the group of CRC patients although some informal agreements exist.  

A final common problem faced when applying BPM techniques to healthcare is the fact that IT poses a 

number of restrictions and problems: each unit may have its own IT system, many recordings of patient 

data still occur on paper and digitalizing patient information may lead to confidentiality issues.  
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2.3 Method Riemers / Torres Ramos 

Riemers developed a method that is designed to perform the control and diagnosis phase of the BPM 

lifecycle in a healthcare environment. Torres Ramos (2009) performed a validation of the method and 

provided some additions for it. This validated method is used in this report and is referred to as ‘the 

method by Riemers’. An overview of the method is shown in Appendix G; it exists of a number of phases 

which include the acquisition of data and domain knowledge and the execution of the analysis. In 

addition, the method includes a number of steps to validate the results and to receive feedback from 

the process stakeholders.  

The method proposes the use of both Process Mining (PM) and Visual Analytics (VA) to come to a 

thorough analysis of the process, both in terms of performance and of current care pathways. Both tools 

and the method are shortly explained now; a more elaborate explanation can be found in the master 

theses of Riemers (2009) and Torres Ramos (2009). 

2.3.1 Visual Analytics 

Riemers (2009) refers to Thomas and Cook (2006, p.10) who describe VA as “the science of analytical 

reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces”. This means that VA uses visualizations to support 

the analysis of complex realities; this includes allowing humans to simultaneously understand large 

amounts of information to support assessment, planning and decision as well as to communicate results 

of complex analyses to broad audiences. 

The tool that is suggested by Riemers is MagnaView which, in contrast to PM tool ProM, does not 

contain mining algorithms but lets the user find out relations himself by visualizing large amounts of 

data in comprehensible views. The understanding of the meaning of the data visualization is enhanced 

by allowing the user to focus the analysis by zooming and filtering. 

Riemers indicates the use of MagnaView for visualizing both process and performance related 

information; the latter being defined in the form of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 

2.3.2 Process Mining 

Process Mining (PM) provides information about the actual process steps involved in the hospital by 

using event logs created by e.g. the enterprise information system (e.g. Mans et al., 2008). Van der Aalst 

and Weijters (2005) explain that each event in these logs typically holds the following characteristics: it 

refers to an activity, it refers to a case (e.g. patient), it has a performer or originator (e.g. doctor) and it 

has a timestamp. They distinguish three dimensions in process mining: process, organization and case. 

Riemers suggests including the process (the control flow) and case (properties of cases) perspective only 

when analyzing healthcare processes whereas Torres Ramos suggests that information about the 

organization (e.g. the handover of work) can also be useful within the healthcare domain. 

To conduct process mining the ProM framework is used: a tool for which several analyses exist in the 

form of plug-ins which can be used and combined to investigate the three dimensions of process mining 

(Van Dongen et al., 2005). The method by Riemers suggests using the Heuristics Miner, the Genetic 

Miner and the Fuzzy Miner to display the process in the form of a Petri Net. All plug-ins are able to deal 

with a substantial amount of noise in the log which is required because of the variable nature of 

healthcare processes.  

The Heuristics Miner plug-in “can deal with noise, and can be used to express the main behavior (i.e. not 

all details and exceptions) registered in an event log” (Weijters et al., 2006, p.1) and is therefore suitable 

for mining healthcare processes. According to De Medeiros (2007) the Genetic Miner can also deal with 
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noise with the added ability to handle certain difficulties such as loops, parallel activities and non-free 

choice activities. An even better tool for dealing with noise is the Fuzzy Miner which was developed to 

deal with the possible absence of two fundamental process mining assumptions: the fact that “all logs 

are reliable and trustworthy” and that “there exists an exact process which is reflected in the logs” 

(Günther and Van der Aalst, 2007, p.4). The first implies that all events in a log are related to the process 

under analysis and that everything is recorded, the second one implies that a perfect solution for the 

process is to be found in the log. Taking the specifics of healthcare processes into account that are 

described in Section 2.2, it follows that it can be expected that both assumptions do not hold. Patients 

may get activities unrelated to their main condition, employees might forget to record certain activities, 

and several care pathways are likely to be found in the log. According to Günther and Van der Aalst, the 

Fuzzy Miner uses abstraction (leaving out low level unimportant information), aggregation (combining 

low level details), emphasis (of the most important or noteworthy aspects) and customization (focusing 

on specific details) to properly display and give insight into complex ‘spaghetti-like’ processes and 

therefore is suited for mining a healthcare process. 

2.4 Redesigning Healthcare Processes 

This section provides a summary of important considerations for BPR in healthcare, based on the 

literature review conducted before this project (Lassche, 2009). Furthermore, the principle of BPR best 

practices is explained as well as their application to the healthcare domain. 

2.4.1 BPR projects in healthcare 

Vissers (2006) states that many hospital process improvements have failed over the years because of 

three main reasons: the innovation concerned only an isolated process for a specific group of resources, 

no consideration was given to the interaction between processes and resources, or process monitoring 

and process management was lacking. Vissers therefore stresses the importance of managing the 

patient process as a whole, going beyond the management of individual functional units and defining 

the formal responsibility for the entire process. This is emphasized by Do Carmo Caccia-Bava et al. 

(2005) who found four major success factors for BPR projects. They state that (1) the BPR team should 

be cross-functional, including important stakeholders from all major departments, that (2) a clear 

responsible project leader should exist and that (3) all people involved in the project are motivated and 

(4) see the importance of the project. 

2.4.2 Benchmarks 

Many of all care pathways that can be defined are found in more than one hospital; colorectal cancer, 

for instance, is treated in all 94 hospitals in the Netherlands. In addition, several hospitals already have 

improved their care pathway for CRC patients; this means that an extensive amount of information 

about possible ways to improve the process is available. Benchmarking these hospital’s processes and 

their performance with that of the hospital for which the process is improved can therefore add 

substantial value to the redesign effort. It speeds up the creation of solutions and might provide new 

ideas. In addition, successful examples of operational redesigns can be a strong tool in convincing the 

involved employees that change is needed and that extensive performance increases can be obtained.  

2.4.3 BPR best practices 

Limam Mansar and Reijers (2007) state that although many businesses nowadays use a process 

orientation to monitor and improve their business, redesigning business processes is still “more art than 

science” (Limam Mansar and Reijers, 2007, p.193). This implies that redesign efforts often take place 

without a structured, scientifically grounded basis which, according to Limam Mansar and Reijers, can be 

countered by using best practices. They define best practices as redesign heuristics that support BPR 
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practitioners in developing and implementing dramatic improvements in business processes. Limam 

Mansar and Reijers found that best practices are widely applied in practice and developed a framework 

to classify the best practices in order to facilitate the user in choosing the correct best practices. This 

framework consists of the dimensions customers, operations, behavior, external environment 

organization structure and population, information, and technology.  

The redesign best practices that Reijers and Limam Mansar (2005) defined are depicted in Appendix H 

which also shows their categorization in the framework. The best practices should not be seen as an 

exact instruction for BPR practitioners. Rather these are directions which need to be tailored to the 

specific process in which they are applied. Furthermore, the best practices mainly are a local process 

improvement approach and therefore aim at improving local processes in order to improve overall 

performance, not at improving entire organizations at once. The best practices were derived from 

literature on actual redesign experiences in specific situations; however, Reijers and Limam Mansar 

(2005) claim that they are universally applicable, regardless of the nature of the business process. To 

support this statement, Limam Mansar and Reijers (2007) conducted a survey under BPR practitioners 

regarding the use of best practices and concluded that a top ten exists of best practices which are widely 

recognized and applied in a diverse set of industries.  

In the literature review created prior to this master thesis (Lassche, 2009), the use of redesign best 

practices in health care process redesign was evaluated. It was found that BPR best practices are 

currently only very rarely applied explicitly (e.g. Jansen-Vullers and Reijers, 2005). On the other hand, it 

appeared that nearly every case study of the nineteen articles that were reviewed implicitly 

implemented at least one of the best practices and that of all 32 best practices, 28 were found to be 

implicitly used in at least one article. Another review by Netjes et al. (2009) also found that best 

practices were frequently applied implicitly in healthcare settings; subsequently, they found that three 

additional best practices can be defined for the healthcare domain. These additional best practices are 

provided in Appendix H. 
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3 Research Question and Method 

The developments described in the Chapter 1 indicate that there is an increasing demand for healthcare 

and that costs and lead times must be reduced. However, as Chapter 2 shows, useful benchmarks are 

available for process improvement as well as tools to analyze care pathways to match them with the 

benchmarks. Furthermore, BPR can be used to create and improve redesigns. 

However, as the literature review (Lassche, 2009) indicated, developments in BPM and BPR have not yet 

resulted in a methodology for the application of best practices in healthcare BPR, nor have they 

provided an integrated methodology for the analysis and redesign of care pathways. The purpose of this 

research project is therefore to combine the method by Riemers (2009), regarding the analysis of care 

pathways using VA and PM with the use of benchmarks and the redesign best practices by Limam 

Mansar and Reijers (e.g. 2007). This means that two validated tools (i.e. the method by Riemers and BPR 

best practices) and the use of benchmarks are combined into one methodology, testing both whether it 

is possible to combine these tools as well as the extent to which this leads to a useful redesign. 

Therefore, the following research question is defined: 

 

Figure 3 depicts the research framework that is used to answer this question; this framework exists of a 

number of tools, depicted by the green squares in the top of the figure which provide the input to the 

research method. Within this research method, the research question is detailed into a number of 

research steps which are depicted as black squares; the red ellipses depict the products of each step. 

Please note that throughout this report, the research method depicted in Figure 3 is referred to as 

‘research method’, whereas the methodology that is a product of this project is referred to as 

‘methodology’. In the subsequent sections each of the research steps is briefly explained. 

3.1 Research step 1: Design Methodology 

The methodology is designed using the tools provided in Chapter 2; the way this is done is described in 

Chapter 4. The methodology should meet a number of criteria which are used to ensure (A) the value 

and validity, and (B) the reliability, general applicability and practical usefulness of the methodology.  

A) Value refers to the extent to which the methodology actually yields performance improvements 

whereas validity refers to the fact that results of the methodology should be “justified by the way they 

are generated” (Van Aken et al., 2007, p.163). This means that the methodology should make sure that 

the process aspects that are analyzed and redesigned are those that were intended (construct validity) 

and that conclusions follow logically from the analysis and redesign (internal validity). With regard to 

value and validity, the methodology should: 

1. Yield considerable performance improvements (the actual value of the methodology). What 

considerable means is defined for each redesign project individually. 

2. Lead to valid results, i.e. results related to the performance aspects that are included in the 

original goals of the redesign project (construct validity). 

3. Yield results that are understandable for medical specialists and managers. If the people that 

need to use the results do not understand them the value of the results is limited. 

How can Visual Analytics, Process Mining, process benchmarks and Business Process Redesign Best 

Practices be combined into one methodology for the analysis and redesign of care pathways and to 

what extent does this combination yield performance improvements of such pathways? 
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4. Include expertise of the involved medical specialists and managers. Since insights from 

operations research and BPM might not always apply to healthcare processes (as explained in 

Section 2.2) there is a high risk of getting invalid results if specialists are not involved in the 

project, because results might not be implementable in practice. A prerequisite for this criterion 

is the previous criterion: the fact that specialists and managers understand the results.  

5. Yield results that are supported by medical specialists and managers. If specialists and managers 

do not support results they are less likely to implement them successfully, thereby decreasing 

the value of the applied methodology. Involving these stakeholders during the project makes 

results more recognizable and increases support; therefore this is related to the fourth criterion.  

 
Figure 3: Research framework 
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B) Reliability refers to the fact that if someone else would apply the methodology again, independent of 

the first application, approximately the same results should be obtained. General applicability (referred 

to by Van Aken et al. (2007) as external validity) states that the methodology should be applicable in 

other settings than the case study in which it is applied; otherwise it would only be a solution to one 

single case. The final category is practical usefulness which refers to the question whether the 

methodology requires a lot of effort and whether inputs are difficult to obtain. Regarding these three 

categories, the methodology: 

6. Should yield reliable results (reliability). 

7. Can be applied in other hospitals and/or for other care pathways in the same way without major 

modifications; i.e. modifications that are not already made possible by the methodology 

(general applicability). 

8. Should require input data that can be expected to be found in a hospital, i.e. data that is 

expected to be available (and accessible to external consultants) in almost every hospital 

(general applicability and practical usefulness). 

9. Should yield results within limited time (practical usefulness). 

3.2 Research Step 2: Implement Methodology 

The methodology is implemented in a case study which is used to test whether the methodology meets 

the criteria described in the previous section. In this section, first the argumentation for the use of a 

case study is given after which the case study design is provided.  

3.2.1 Why a Case Study? 

A case study is used because the methodology to be created is one that is by definition applied in 

relatively uncontrolled practical situations as compared to controlled laboratory studies. Factors may be 

present in practice that cannot be predicted beforehand which might especially be the case in 

healthcare settings because of their variable nature. According to Voss et al. (2004), case studies enable 

the researcher to study a phenomenon (e.g. application of a redesign methodology) in its natural 

environment; this leads to a deeper understanding of the complexity of the actual practice. Applying the 

methodology to a theoretical and controlled case will not reveal this actual complexity; therefore a case 

study is required. 

3.2.2 Case Study Design 

Figure 3 depicts that the case study includes four steps. These steps are partially based on Hutjes and 

Van Buuren (1992) who provide a general design for the execution of cases studies. Please note that the 

design by Hutjes and Van Buuren also includes the evaluation and interpretation of the case study; in 

the framework of Figure 3, these steps are not included in the case study itself but are part of research 

step 3: the evaluation of the methodology (please refer to Section 3.3). This is done to emphasize the 

importance of this step..  

The first step in the case study (A, in Figure 3) is the definition of the overall question that should be 

answered by the case study; after this, one or more cases are selected (B) using a number of criteria that 

the cases should meet. Once appropriate cases are selected the case study research question is made 

operational (C); i.e. concrete targets are set. Subsequently, the case study is executed (D). 

Since the case study is designed to test the methodology, the main question that the case study should 

answer is the following:  
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To what extent does the methodology for the analysis and redesign of healthcare processes meet the 

criteria defined in Section 3.1? 

One or more cases should then be selected using this question and a number of selection criteria. A first 

major criterion is the fact that the case should be relevant to the research subject: i.e. the methodology 

for analysis and redesign of healthcare processes. Secondly, it should be executable within the limited 

time available and third, the case study must be representative towards other cases; the information 

gathered from the case study should also be applicable to other cases.  

Furthermore, Eisenhardt (1989) describes that cases for case studies may be selected randomly; 

however, she states that this is “not necessary, nor even preferable” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p.537). The main 

argument for this is the fact that the time in which cases can be studied is often limited; this is especially 

the case for large analyses and redesign projects such as the one described here. Therefore either 

extreme cases (e.g. very complex) or specific types of cases should be selected which are “transparently 

observable” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p.537); i.e. cases that replicate or extend existing theory and for which 

the dynamics that are present can be observed to determine the added value of the case for the theory. 

This statement acknowledges the criteria regarding relevance and representativeness and poses a 

fourth criterion: the fact that the dynamics in the case study that influence the usability and applicability 

of the methodology are transparently observable. 

The operational goal relates to methodology criteria 1 and 2: the fact that the methodology should yield 

considerable performance improvements with regard to relevant performance aspects. The operational 

goal definition includes what these aspects are and what the target levels are. 

The case selection (B) is described in Section 5.1 and the operational goal definition (C) in Section 5.2. 

The case study execution (D) is described in Chapters 6, 7 and 8. 

3.3 Research Step 3: Evaluate Methodology 

Using the results and experiences of the case study, the methodology is evaluated using the criteria 

defined in Section 3.1. As described in those criteria, this evaluation includes both aspects related to the 

impact (performance improvements for the case) and the reliability, general applicability and practical 

usefulness of the methodology. 

3.4 Research Step 4: Adjust Methodology 

The results of the evaluation will probably yield a number of points for improvement of the 

methodology; these points are used in step 4 to adjust the methodology. Furthermore, the evaluation 

provides indications about the extent to which the results of the case study hold in general. If indications 

exist that more case studies are required to make general statements about the methodology, these 

other case studies should be executed as well (hence the dotted arrow in Figure 3 going from research 

step 4 to the initial methodology). Once proof is provided that the methodology meets all criteria 

depicted in Section 3.1, the methodology design is final.  
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4 Methodology Design 
This section provides the initial methodology; it is designed to yield a description of the current process 

and its performance with regard to all dimensions of the Devil’s Quadrangle. Furthermore, it should 

yield a redesign that improves the process in terms of predefined KPIs to a predefined performance level. 

Finally, the methodology should provide the means to evaluate the performance change caused by 

possible redesigns. 

In principle, the methodology is created to be applied by external consultants; they are believed to be 

more able to think ‘out-of-the-box’, not being restricted by beliefs about current ‘unchangeable’ 

arrangements. People from within the hospital tend to believe that current arrangements are fixed and 

cannot, and therefore should not, be reconsidered. An outside consultant explores more options and 

can indicate the benefits of changing current arrangements, possibly convincing involved stakeholders.  

In Chapter 2 a number of tools were mentioned that are available for the analysis and redesign of care 

pathways. These tools are the method by Riemers (2009) for the analysis of the current process and its 

performance, process benchmarks and BPR best practices (note that the Devil’s Quadrangle is also a tool 

which is used at several steps in the methodology). Before a redesign can be created, first a thorough 

analysis is required to identify the major problems related to the process, ensuring that a redesign does 

not address the wrong process aspects or lead to sub-optimal solutions. A good starting point for the 

methodology therefore is the method by Riemers. However, before this method is applied, two 

additional steps are required. 

First, to determine the purpose and focus of the redesign effort, the relevant steps in the care pathway 

and the most important KPIs (using the dimensions of the Devil’s Quadrangle) that are used to evaluate 

the process should be identified. This first step serves as input to the method by Riemers and makes 

sure that the scope is set correctly; also, a project target is set for one or more KPIs.  

Secondly, the relevant elements in the method by Riemers are selected, based on the KPIs and project 

targets, and additional analyses are formulated. This should be done because the method by Riemers is 

designed to be generic and to create a wide range of views to provide analyses and information about 

the process under consideration. It is therefore very well possible that some of these views are not 

required for the case; on the other hand, the method by Riemers has only been validated for four care 

pathways which means that the specifics of the redesign project under consideration might require 

additional analyses. The final set of views should be able to provide all the information that is required 

for the creation and evaluation of the redesigns; i.e. information about the current process, its 

performance and about the causes for the current performance level. 

Some of the views in Riemers’ method are applicable to every healthcare process redesign project; 

these are the views that list all activities and that depict patterns and multi-sets of activities (see Section 

6.3.4). These views provide insights into the process in general which is required for every BPR project. 

Using the adjusted method by Riemers, the process is analyzed with the help of process mining tool 

ProM and visual analytics tool MagnaView. 

After the method by Riemers is applied, the process is analyzed and all points for improvement are 

identified, a redesign is created. Two tools are available for this: the benchmarks and the BPR best 

practices. Since benchmarks provide ‘complete’ designs (at least for the hospital at which they were 

created), these are used as a starting point. If one would start with the best practices, a lot of work 

might be done that could have been done more efficiently by applying the benchmarks. Furthermore, if 
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during the analysis it appears that currently there is no clear process (e.g. because of a lack of process 

management and control), the benchmarks can form the basis for the redesign and make the 

applicability of best practices possible. 

Nevertheless, the process definitions from the benchmark projects cannot simply be implemented in 

another hospital because of two reasons. First, they are designed to address local problems whereas 

problems at the hospital under consideration might be different (e.g. lead time related problems vs. 

quality related problems). Therefore the problems found at the analysis phase should be matched with 

those of the benchmarks, using the input of interviews with several stakeholders (specialists, managers, 

nurses). Secondly, the fact that the changes in the benchmark hospital led to improvements does not 

mean that further improvement is not possible; the solution might be sub-optimal. To address this 

second problem, the best practices are applied as a checklist to determine whether additional 

improvements are possible.  

Interviews serve two goals during the redesign phase; first, they are used to point out possible 

difficulties with the proposed redesigns and secondly, they establish goodwill and make results 

understandable by involving the stakeholders early in the redesign development. After a number of 

redesigns are created, they are evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively. For the qualitative part, 

interviews and the Devil’s Quadrangle should be used after which, because of the time limitations of the 

project, only a limited number of redesigns is selected for quantitative analysis using queuing theory 

and/or simulation; evaluating different scenarios for each redesign. Finally, one redesign and scenario is 

selected during a meeting with all stakeholders. To ensure a successful execution of the redesign, an 

implementation plan is created, including a timeline of all necessary steps. Finally, a report is written for 

the hospital management to support their decision making on the proposed redesign. 

The initial methodology as described above is depicted in Figure 4 which shows the steps to take as well 

as the inputs for each step and the tools that are used. To ensure validity of the results, the 

methodology contains a number of validation sessions with the most important stakeholders. These 

stakeholders are typically the responsible manager and at least one medical specialist for each specialty 

involved. The first validation regards the identification of relevant process steps and KPIs; the results of 

this identification should be validated by the main stakeholders. The same holds for all analyses that are 

performed during the implementation of the method by Riemers. Stakeholders should recognize results 

or at least be convinced that they are correct. Third, stakeholder input is required after the redesigns are 

evaluated qualitatively; this evaluation is done by interviewing individual stakeholders and therefore a 

group session is required to determine the overall opinion of all major stakeholders. Finally, the 

selection of a final redesign is done in a validation session; this selection is not a task of the person that 

executed the redesign methodology (generally an outside consultant) but one of the people that 

actually have to work with the redesign. 

This methodology design meets all criteria as depicted in Section 3.1 for as far as they can be evaluated 

now. The extent to which considerable performance improvements are obtained regarding the original 

goals of the redesign project (criteria 1 and 2) can only be evaluated after the case study is performed. 

The validation sessions and interviews supports the creation of understandable results (criterion 3) and 

includes the involvement and expertise of medical specialists and managers (criterion 4). Also, as 

explained above, results are likely to be supported by the stakeholders (criterion 5) because they are 

involved throughout the methodology application. 
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 Figure 4: Initial methodology 

 

Reliability (criterion 6) might be a problem for this methodology because it is designed to be generic by 

allowing the consultant to select some of the MagnaView views and benchmarks himself. Therefore, it is 

possible that a different consultant might create a different process redesign. On the other hand, the 

application of best practices ensures that a wide range of alternatives is considered and the extensive 

number of validations ensures that each stakeholder is allowed to provide input. Therefore it is not 

expected that different users will create largely different redesigns with different performance 

outcomes. 

Whether the methodology can be applied in other hospitals without major modifications (criterion 7) 

depends on the experiences during the case study; also the specifics (e.g. whether the case is 

representative or not) of the case study determine the extent to which the general applicability can be 

determined. Additionally, whether the input data required for the methodology can be expected to be 

found in a hospital (criterion 8) depends on the experiences during the case study. Riemers (2009), 

however, already proved that the input for the analysis using his method is available in many hospitals. 

Whether this is also the case for the input for the redesigns is determined after the case study is 

performed. Finally, the ninth criterion regarding the time it takes to implement the methodology also 

cannot be evaluated before the case study is selected and executed.  

To conclude, before implementing the methodology it can already be stated that it meets a number of 

the criteria. The criteria that are not yet evaluated here are discussed in Chapter 9. 
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5 Case Study 
The methodology described in the previous chapter is implemented and tested in a case study. In this 

chapter, the case selection and operational goal definition are described (B and C in Figure 3) 

5.1 Case Selection 

As explained in Section 3.2.2, the case study should be relevant, executable within limited time (four 

months for this project), representative towards other cases (preferably being an extreme case or 

specific general type of case), and transparently observable with regard to the dynamics that influence 

the usability and applicability of the methodology. 

Because of the time limitations of this project, only one case is selected, this case is the care pathway of 

colon carcinoma (CC) patients at the Elkerliek hospital in Helmond, the Netherlands; a short description 

of the medical background regarding CC is provided in Appendix A.  

The CC case is relevant because the developments regarding healthcare described in Section 1.1 are 

typically encountered by this pathway. These include an increase in demand and a need for shorter lead 

times, lower cost and higher quality while retaining flexibility. Regarding the time limit, the university 

supervisor who has several years of experience with these kinds of projects indicated that performing 

this case study is possible within the time set for a Master thesis project 

The case is representative for other pathways for two concrete reasons: it includes multiple disciplines 

and it includes several specific patient groups; this is generally the case for healthcare processes as 

explained in e.g. Mans et al. (2009) and in the literature review conducted before this thesis (Lassche, 

2009). Representativeness may, however, be reduced by the fact that the amount of patients served by 

this pathway is relatively low.  

The usability and applicability of the methodology to the case study are mainly influenced by the 

availability and reliability of data, the question whether the care pathway can be standardized, and by 

the availability of input from the medical specialists. If one of these factors is insufficient, the 

applicability of the methodology is reduced. The extent to which each of these factors influences the 

applicability is observable because they are all sufficient for this case study. First, full access is provided 

to all relevant databases in the hospital; therefore the case study can provide an indication of the impact 

of the availability and reliability of the input data by comparing the inputs from the different databases. 

The benchmark projects that are available prove that the care pathway can be standardized and, 

because all relevant stakeholders indicated their willingness to cooperate, the added value of the input 

by medical specialists can also be determined.  

To conclude, the case study sufficiently complies with all case study criteria and therefore is suitable for 

testing the methodology. In the next section an elaborate description of the case study is given. 

5.1.1 Case Study Description 

As described above, the CC pathway encounters the problems that are typical for healthcare processes. 

First, as Figure 5 depicts, the amount of patients with CC is increasing rapidly and is expected to increase 

further in the near future. Secondly, an additional increase of patients is anticipated because of the 

probable introduction of a standard yearly CC check-up for all men over 50 years of age. 

In addition to the challenge of increasing demand for CC care, the Dutch government and the Dutch 

Cancer Society both set a number of norms regarding the lead time for cancer patients. As is explained 

in Section 5.1.3.2, these norms are very strict and Elkerliek hospital currently does not meet them.  
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Figure 5 Number of patients with malignant neoplasm in the colon in the Netherlands (CBS, 2010) 
 

Next to improvements regarding the lead time of patients, other performance elements such as patient 

satisfaction should also be taken into account. Satisfaction not only depends on lead time but also on 

other factors such as the number of hospital visits (neither too few nor too many), the quality of care 

and employee satisfaction. Additionally, costs are an important factor in the CC process; visits and 

examinations are very costly and, as explained in the introduction chapter, healthcare costs must be 

decreased wherever reasonable. The CC care pathway therefore poses an interesting challenge for 

which several performance dimensions should be incorporated to come to an improved design.  

5.1.2 Process Description 

In this section the theoretical care pathway of CC patients is explained as it is defined by the hospital’s 

staff. Please refer to Appendix B for a graphical overview of the pathway. 

Patients enter the process after being referred by their general practitioner, at the emergency room or 

by a specialist at the hospital. If a patient is suspected of having CRC, a visit to the gastroenterologist (in 

Dutch: ‘Maag-Darm-Lever’ (MDL) doctor) or internist (INT) is planned. To determine whether a tumor 

exists, a colonoscopy is performed by a gastroenterologist after which small pieces of the suspected 

tumor are sent to the pathologist. When the results of the pathologist are positive, dissemination 

research is started to find out whether metastases exist. This research concerns a blood test for CEA 

(Carcinoembryonic Antigen), an X-ray of the thorax and CT-scan of the abdomen; RC patients also get an 

MRI of the pelvis. When all results are known, the patient is discussed at the weekly multidisciplinary 

meeting (in Dutch: ‘Multi Disciplinair Overleg’(MDO)) at which the final diagnosis and the treatment are 

discussed. The patient receives the results of the meeting during a visit to the surgeon (ACH) followed by 

a number of pre-operative consultations. These consist of a visit to the colon care nurse (CCV), the 

anesthesiologist (ANA), the physiotherapist (PHY) and possibly the dietician (DIE). When all pre-

operative appointments have taken place and the operating room is available, the operation takes place. 

5.1.3 Scope 

The main focus of the case study is on the care pathway of CC patients between the colonoscopy and 

the operation. Two scoping decisions are involved here: regarding the patient population and regarding 

the process steps involved. 

5.1.3.1 Patient Population 

Of all CRC operations, a clear distinction exists between CC and rectum carcinoma (RC) patients. RC 

patients often need pre-operative radio- or chemotherapy and are more difficult to treat. Creating a 

complete standard care pathway for them is therefore chosen to be excluded from this project. 

However, during diagnosis some steps are the same for RC and CC patients; therefore, without going 
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into detail, the presence of RC patients in the diagnostic process is taken into account for some 

parameters in the process redesign. This is explained in more detail in Section 7. 

If during the dissemination research metastases are found, patients will not follow the regular care 

pathway and additional research and (possibly palliative) treatment is required. The same holds for 

patients who receive pre-operative radio- or chemotherapy to decrease the size of the tumor. For these 

patients the same holds as for RC patients. They are not included in the analysis but are taken into 

account when some parameters are set for the process redesign. 

A final patient category is that of patients that need acute or urgent care because for instance the tumor 

is blocking the intestine or the intestine is perforated. These patients are operated as quickly as possible 

and dissemination research is started after the operation. Therefore, these patients are excluded from 

this project. 

5.1.3.2 Process Steps 

Every year several thousands of patients get a colonoscopy and, according to the gastroenterologists at 

Elkerliek hospital, approximately only four percent of these patients appear to have CC. Patients get a 

colonoscopy for a wide range of symptoms and diagnoses of which many may lead to CRC; it is therefore 

hard to include the process steps before the colonoscopy in a redesign since this affects a large group of 

patients that does not have CRC. However, specialists at Elkerliek hospital did request insights in the 

diagnostic process of patients, also before the colonoscopy. This is relevant because some clear 

symptoms of CRC can be detected early on in the process and unnecessary examinations may occur. 

Therefore, the entire diagnostic process, starting from the first contact with the hospital, is included in 

the analysis. The results of the analysis of the process before the colonoscopy are merely used to gain 

insight in the performance and to, in consultation with the specialists, suggest general improvements; 

they are not included in the final redesign as proposed in this document.  

As a final activity for the scope of the analysis and redesign, the operation was chosen. 

5.2 Case Study: Operational Goal Definition 

As indicated above, lead time reduction is required; this section therefore starts with an elaboration of 

the norms for lead times and the current performance of Elkerliek hospital. It is then determined 

whether these norms are attainable after which the operational goal of the methodology applied in the 

case study is defined. This goal relates to the first two criteria mentioned in Section 3.1: it states the 

performance dimensions included in the case study goal and the amount of performance increase that is 

required. 

5.2.1 Lead Time Norms 

As discussed earlier in this report, strict norms exist for the lead time of patients. One of these norms is 

the Treeknorm (RIVM, 2010) which is dictated by the Dutch government. This norm indicates goals for 

both the diagnostic and the pre-operative process which is explained in Appendix C. Next to this official 

general norm, the Dutch royal cancer foundation (KWF) stresses that different norms should hold for 

cancer patients. In a report (KWF, 2006) that was created after the Treeknorms were defined, KWF 

states two norms which are provided in Table 1 along with a description of their scope. 

 
Table 1: KWF norms 

Norm (working days) Scope starts at Scope ends at

90% KWF norm 1 10 First visit MDL or INT Multidisciplinairy meeting

90% KWF norm 2 15 Multidisciplinairy meeting Operation
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5.2.1.1 Lead Time Performance 

Using data of patients operated in 2009 and the first month of 2010, acquired from the Dutch Surgical 

Colorectal Audit (DSCA, a national audit of the performance of colorectal care in the Netherlands) and 

data from the electronic patient record, the current performance of the Elkerliek hospital regarding the 

norms are calculated for all patients within the scope of this project.  

The performance regarding the Treeknorms is given in Appendix D, the performance with regard to the 

KWF norms is depicted in Table 2; For only 67% of all patients the multidisciplinary meeting (MDO) had 

taken place, for the rest of the patients an estimation of what should have been the MDO date was 

made by the colon care nurse; for four patients, however, such an estimation could not be made. 

Additionally, one patient was removed for the calculation of the average lead time regarding the first 

KWF norm because this patient constituted an extreme outlier (148 working days). 

 
Table 2: Elkerliek performance on KWF norms 
 

To obtain an indication of the distribution of the lead time of patients regarding both the first and 

second KWF norm, two histograms are provided in Appendix E. Both figures clearly show that an 

extensive amount of patients largely exceeded the lead time norms set by KWF but that there is also a 

large group of patients that exceeds the norms only to a small extent.   

Please note that the performance was calculated for the patients within the scope of this project; these 

are the ‘standard’ cases which do not need additional treatments or examinations for their cancer. Since 

the norms hold for the entire population of CRC patients, the performance of the patients within the 

scope should be considerably better than the norm prescribes for the entire population, since there is a 

considerable probability that patients outside the scope exceed the lead time norms. 

5.2.1.2 Theoretical Minimum Lead Time 

To obtain an indication of the feasibility of the KWF norm and of possible reductions in lead time, the 

theoretical minimum lead time is calculated for patients within the scope of the project, if no waiting 

would occur. The reasoning behind this minimum is given in Appendix F and Table 3 shows the resulting 

theoretical minimum lead time for a CC patient. 

 
Table 3: Theoretical minimum lead time 

 

Table 3 indicates that, if all other constraints such as patient preference and waiting times are neglected, 

it is possible for a patient to go through all process steps within 3 days; this is the ‘raw processing time’ 

and therefore the absolute minimal lead time. However, this theoretical minimum lead time is probably 

not a realistic one: a possible problem is that planning an operation two days before it should take place 

Patients within Scope

Average Lead Time KWF 1 (working days, N=47) 16,53

Percentage within norm KWF 1 42%

Average Lead Time KWF 2 (working days, N=48) 23,17

Percentage within norm KWF 2 27%

Activity Days

Colonoscopy and diagnostic examinations 1

MDO and pre-operative consultations 1

Operation 1

Total 3
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will require operation room beds to virtually always be reserved for CC patients which might lead to 

both higher waiting times for other patients and inefficient utilization of the operating rooms (ORs) if 

not enough CC patients have to be operated. This is the case because inter arrival times of patients are 

stochastic: it is possible that in one week 6 patients are admitted while at three consecutive weeks no 

patient is admitted at all. The quantitative analysis in Section 7.2 provides more insight into the trade-off 

between lead time and slot reservations. Other constraints that influence the lead time are the MDO, 

which currently only takes place once a week, and the physical condition of the patient as assessed by 

the anesthesiologist; if the patient is not fit enough the operation might be postponed. Next to these 

practical problems, it is also possible that patients do not wish to be operated so quickly, especially 

because the diagnostic examinations are physically and psychologically demanding.  

To conclude, current lead times are too high compared to the Dutch norms, there is ample space for 

improvement between the current lead time and the absolute minimum but substantial reductions in 

lead times might require drastic changes in the process and might put high demands on supporting 

services such as radiology and the operating room. 

5.2.1.3 Project Goal 

The analysis in Section 5.2.1.2 indicated that aiming at the theoretical minimum lead time is not realistic. 

Therefore a quantified realistic goal is set for this project. During a meeting with several specialists and 

staff members at which the above analysis was presented, it was decided that Elkerliek hospital should 

meet the goals set by KWF. This means that a redesign of the CC care pathway should result in 90% of 

the patients being discussed at the multidisciplinary meeting within 10 working days after their first visit 

to the gastroenterologist and in 90% of all patients being operated within 15 working days after they 

were discussed at the multidisciplinary meeting. 

However, some steps that are included in the first KWF norm are not included in this project (the steps 

before the colonoscopy) and therefore meeting this first norm is not an explicit goal of this project. In 

agreement with the manager and specialists at Elkerliek, it was therefore decided that 90% of all 

patients should be discussed at the MDO within 10 working days after the colonoscopy. This means that 

the first KWF norm is not met but it does state a substantial and, as the analysis in Section 5.2.1.2 

showed, attainable performance improvement. 

As was stated in Section 5.2.1.1, the population of the case study only includes the ‘standard’ patients 

that should normally have the lowest lead time (not taking acute patients into account). This means that 

meeting both KWF norms for this population does not guarantee that the norms are met for all patients. 

However, since the norms hold for the entire population (acute, standard and complicated patients), 

meeting the norms for the case study population was decided to be a sufficient performance goal. 

To conclude, the following operational goal is defined for the case study: 

Describe the current care pathway(s) for colon carcinoma patients and its performance in terms of time, 

costs and quality, and create a redesign to decrease the lead time to meet the KWF norms while 

maintaining an acceptable level of quality, costs and flexibility 

This goal indicates that improving the performance includes more than only focusing on lead time, 

including also quality, costs and flexibility. These performance dimensions were described in Chapter 2 

and in Chapter 6 it is described how they can be made operational using KPIs. The goal also shows that 

the performance regarding flexibility is not described for the current situation; this is also addressed in 

Chapter 6. 
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6 Case Study: Analysis 
This section describes the implementation of the first three steps of the methodology described in 

Chapter 4 into the case study at Elkerliek hospital. First, all activities required for and related to CC are 

identified together with the KPIs that are used to analyze the process. Secondly, the views in the 

method by Riemers that are required to measure the performance regarding the KPIs and to get insight 

into the process dynamics (e.g. standardization of process steps and sequence) are identified. Also, 

additional views are defined if necessary. Third, the results of the implementation of the modified 

method by Riemers are provided.  

6.1 Identify Process Steps and KPIs 

During interviews with several stakeholders a number of activities were identified that a CC patient 

should and can go through. These activities correspond to the process model given in Appendix B and a 

list of required and related activities is provided in Appendix I. Several unrelated activities were found as 

well, for instance because patients suffered from multiple diseases; these are not shown here. The 

overview was used to obtain insight in the process and to be able to filter the data during the analyses; 

activities that were found in the data but were not marked as required or relevant were, however, not 

eliminated from the analysis. These were filtered in some analyses, to for instance find a standard 

pathway, and retained in others, to determine whether they affected the performance. 

To evaluate the current care pathway the Devil’s Quadrangle is used that is explained in Section 2; for 

the dimensions Time, Cost and Quality a number of KPIs are defined. Flexibility and internal quality (i.e. 

employee wellbeing) are hard to quantify for this process and therefore only a qualitative evaluation of 

the relative impact of the redesigns on flexibility is provided and no measurement in absolute terms. 

The KPIs were defined in cooperation with some of the specialists at the hospital. They do not provide a 

complete overview or definition of the performance on each dimension but rather give implications for 

possible improvements. A number of criteria for the definition of KPIs, as defined by Fortuin (1986) were 

taken into account; first the KPIs are easy to understand, objective and clearly defined. Secondly, they 

are meaningful and relevant, creating insight into the current performance regarding aspects that match 

organizational objectives. In addition, the users and stakeholders within the organization agree upon 

this meaningfulness, enabling them to understand the importance of the measure and to help in 

improving the performance. Finally, the quantities used in the KPIs can be influenced; this is important 

because the performance is measured to find points for improvement. If improvement is not possible 

because of, for instance, external factors that cannot be influenced, the KPI is not a useful one. 

An overview of all KPIs is provided in Appendix J; the most important KPIs and their definition are 

provided below. 

Time 

Lead time reduction is the main goal of this project. The time between the main activities described in 

Section 5.1.2 is calculated for each individual patient to identify whether bottleneck activities exist. A 

problem that may occur here is that the sequence of activities probably differs per patient and that 

some patients may not have had certain activities; therefore this analysis can only be performed for a 

small set of main activities. Which activities are used and the usefulness of their measurement depend 

on the extent to which the activities and their sequence are fixed (every patient should for instance have 

had a colonoscopy before he/she is operated); this selection is made based on a first analysis of the 

patterns in the data in combination with medical knowledge. Next to lead time for parts of the process 

also waiting time (for certain activities) is assessed as well as the lead time for activities performed by 

supporting specialties (e.g. radiology) 
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According to interviews with medical specialists, the time between activities is expected to be 

dependent on a number of factors. Several views are created relating lead time to these factors; some 

examples of possible characteristics are initial diagnosis, type of surgery, responsible specialist, 

comorbidity, ASA score and whether the patient has had a sigmoidoscopy. An explanation of the effect 

of these characteristics is provided in Appendix K. 

Next to the lead time between activities, the waiting time for some activities is also assessed if possible. 

Costs 

The costs of a patient are measured by the number of consultations and unnecessary activities per 

patient. Activities are unnecessary if they are registered as an activity for CC but do not belong in the 

formal care pathway as defined in Appendix B. Differences between specialists, specialty and diagnosis 

are identified if present. As explained above, this is not intended to be a full analysis of the costs but 

merely a measurement of cost factors that are relevant, measurable and adjustable by means of the 

redesign. Please note as well that the definition of unnecessary activities used here is not fully correct 

since there might be medical reasons for these activities to exist. Getting insight in their presence is 

useful, however, since the specialists might want to reconsider executing them.  

Quality 

Quality is first measured in terms of non medical external quality measures that influence patient 

satisfaction; KPIs defined her are the number of hospital visits and the percentage of patients that had 

examinations (e.g. CT-abdomen and X-thorax) or consultations (e.g. visit to CCV and to surgeon) 

combined on one day. It is assumed that if two activities take place on the same day, the patient went to 

the hospital once. All stakeholders stressed the importance of keeping the number of visits to a 

minimum; by measuring whether activities are combined, directions are found for improvements. 

In addition, quality is measured in terms of the completeness of diagnostics and conformance to the 

process guidelines as shown in Appendix B and Appendix I. Three measures are most important here: 

the percentage of patients discussed at the MDO, the percentage of patients who had complete 

diagnostics (PA, CT-abdomen, X-thorax and CEA) before the MDO and the percentage of patients who 

had complete diagnostics before surgery. It is important that all diagnostic examinations are performed 

because this determines whether radio- or chemotherapy should take place and whether metastases or 

multiple tumors in the colon are present. Additionally, diagnostic examinations that take place after the 

patient is transferred from the gastroenterologist to the surgeon (after the MDO) slow down the process.  

Please note again that these indicators are not created to provide a complete measurement of quality 

but that during interviews with the medical specialists these KPIs were specified as important and 

improvable. These indicators measure conformance in terms of completeness of activities but also take 

sequence related conformance into account by e.g. measuring whether all diagnostics took place before 

the MDO. An additional, less formal, measurement of process conformance in terms of sequence is 

provided by process overviews as is explained in the next section. 

The activities and KPIs were validated in discussions with a gastroenterologist, one of the surgeons and 

the responsible manager and additionally during the presentation of the initial results of the analysis 

where several stakeholders (i.e. gastroenterologists, surgeons, colon care nurses, internists, radiologists 

and the manager) were present. 
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6.2 Identify Useful Elements in Method Riemers / Torres Ramos 

Only those views of the method by Riemers are selected that are relevant for reaching the project goal. 

Also, local circumstances such as the availability of specialists for feedback sessions and interviews 

might cause that the sequence of activities suggested by the method cannot be followed. Therefore the 

method is mainly used as a checklist and guideline and not as a strict instruction. Finally, additional 

analyses may be required to answer specific questions; if needed, they are added to the method. 

The views are selected based on the goals set for the analysis and on the information requirements for 

the KPIs. As explained in Chapter 4, views regarding activities (e.g. a list of all activities or a view of the 

patterns, both in terms of sequence and of occurrence of each activity (multi-set)) form the basis of 

every BPR project and should therefore always be included. These views provide insights into possible 

process standardization and are used to explain fluctuations in performance between individual patients. 

A hypothetical example of this would be that patients with a certain sequence of activities always have a 

lower lead time than patients who do not follow this sequence.  

An evaluation of the use of the views that the method by Riemers prescribes is given in Appendix L; this 

table also indicates whether the views yielded useful results which is derived from the results given in 

the subsequent sections. Additions to the method primarily exist of changes within the suggested views; 

these modifications are explained in Section 6.3.4 in which the analysis is described. Appendix L shows 

that the use of Process Mining (PM) is kept to a minimum in this project. This is the case because the 

method by Riemers indicates that a substantial amount of information can be found using Visual 

Analytics (VA) and that some of this information is also found using PM; which provides some additional 

results. Therefore VA is primarily used in this analysis and PM is only used if the required information is 

not provided by VA.  

6.3 Execute Analysis / Implementation of the Method by Riemers 

6.3.1 Obtain Domain Knowledge 

In contrast with the method by Riemers (Appendix G, 2009), domain knowledge was gathered before 

starting the project. This was done for two reasons: first, the surgeon involved in the project stressed 

the complexity of the disease and its care pathway, indicating that specialized medical knowledge would 

make it easier to focus the analysis and to identify relevant and irrelevant activities. Secondly, the 

method by Riemers is generic and aimed at providing as much information as possible to specialists and 

hospital staff who redesign their processes themselves. For this project, however, the researcher 

executing the analysis is an external consultant (student) who uses the results as input to create the 

redesigns; he thus primarily determines the information the analysis should yield. Specialized domain 

knowledge is therefore important since it assists in defining the required information. The knowledge 

consisted of general knowledge about CC (Appendix A) and knowledge about the process (Section 5.1.2). 

The knowledge was gathered by interviews with a surgeon, two gastroenterologists, a radiologist and 

two staff members who had some experience with the CC care pathway at Elkerliek hospital. 

6.3.2 Introduction Session 

During an introduction session the research proposal and the preliminary lead time analysis described in 

Section 5.2.1.1 were presented. This session informed the main stakeholders, i.e. at least one specialist 

from each involved specialty, that the project was initiated and that improvement is necessary. 

Furthermore, scoping decisions were discussed as well as some first indications for KPIs to be included. 
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6.3.3 Build Database 

Two main data sources were selected: the financial (DBC) registration and the electronic patient record 

(InfoPatient (IP)). The DBC registration was expected to be the most reliable since it is used to send 

invoices and is therefore important for the hospital. On the other hand, IP contains more detailed 

information about timestamps and the completion date of some activities. Using a combination of the 

activity code, the patient number and the date of each activity, the two databases were combined. 

Furthermore, for each patient, specific characteristics (e.g. comorbidity, type of surgery) were added 

from the DSCA database. Other modifications include among other things the addition of an activity 

type, based on the activity codes (e.g. all specific operation activities were labeled ‘surgical’), and the 

addition of completion timestamps for hospital stays (the data only provided the duration of the stay).  

Data was collected for all CC patients that were operated during 2009 and in January 2010. The final 

database consisted of over 15000 activities for 52 patients, including 116 attributes. A total of 87 unique 

DBC codes were found, of which 38 were not related to CC; the DBCs codes contained 50 different 

diagnoses of which 32 were not related to CC. No patients with RC were included in the analysis. 

6.3.4 Analysis 

In this section the results of the analysis are provided and discussed; these are the final results obtained 

after two analyses which were both validated during discussions with a surgeon, a gastroenterologist 

and a manager and during two presentation sessions at which several stakeholders from the involved 

specialties were present. In addition, the first validation provided input for the second analysis. 

Information about modifications to the views by Riemers as well as suggestions made during the 

validation sessions are included at the description of each view. An overview of all the views that are 

used is given in Appendix M along with the purpose of each view. 

6.3.4.1 Patterns (sequential) 

Riemers suggests creating an overview of the sequential (chronological) activity patterns for all patients; 

an example of such a view is depicted in Appendix N. Compared to this view suggested by Riemers, an 

addition was created with which a first and last activity for the patterns can be chosen. Hereby, it is 

possible to distinguish between the diagnostic and the surgical part of the process and to zoom in on 

patterns in sub processes. Also, whereas Riemers orders patients by the number of activities, patients 

are ordered by lead time in the view used here.  

A view of the sequential patterns is useful since it provides insight into the variation in, and possible 

standardization of, the process. The addition of the ordering by lead time furthermore enables the 

determination of possible relations between activity patterns and lead time. 

During a feedback session the specialists argued that rotating the view by 90 degrees would increase its 

comprehensibility; this means that, where the original view showed each patient as a row with activities 

sorted sequentially from left to right, the new view shows patients as a column with activities sorted 

from bottom to top. Also, a line that indicates the lead time for each patient was added, increasing the 

information yielded by the figure. An example of this view, depicting all activities between the first 

registered activity and the operation, is given in Figure 6. 

Figure 6 only depicts activities registered for DBCs related to CC, patients are sorted from left (low) to 

right (high) based on their lead time (µ = 65, σ = 55, m = 48,5). The height of each column depends on 

the number of activities; each box is an activity and its color depicts the type of activity. Four patients 

with extremely high lead times are removed from Figure 6; these had an approximately equal amount of 
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activities as the patients that are included. Three of them suffered from other diseases, however, and 

for one patient no reason for the delay could be found. 

  
Figure 6: Patterns (sequential) – total 

 

Figure 6 shows that it is not possible to clearly identify a fixed pattern which patients go through; 

although some patterns are visible (e.g. INT visits mainly at the beginning of the process, ACH, CCV and 

ANA visits at the end) both the amount and the sequence of activities varies greatly. Also, no correlation 

exists between the amount of activities and the lead time: patients to the right of the figure have a lead 

time that is up to six times as high as that of those on the left but the height of the columns, indicating 

the amount of activities, is virtually equal. The same view including all activities that were registered (i.e. 

also those not related to CC) also does not show a relation between the number of activities and the 

lead time; this view is provided in Appendix O.  

The view of Figure 6 allows zooming in on specific patients which creates views as is shown in Figure 7; 

these specific views contain all registered activities (also those not related to CC) and were used to 

validate observations and investigate extreme cases. Activities are ordered based on their date of 

execution, starting in the top left corner and ending in the bottom right corner (each row should be read 

from left to right). The black square in Figure 7 depicts the operation. 

 
Figure 7: Example of a case specific view 

 

As indicated above, the view of the sequential patterns enables the choice for a first and last activity; 

using this feature, figures were created that zoom in on the diagnostic process and on the pre-operative 

process alone to determine whether different patterns can be found in each of the process parts. 
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Diagnostic Process 

The diagnostic process ends when a patient is discussed at the MDO and a final diagnosis and treatment 

are defined. However, only 67% of all patients were discussed at an MDO, making a visualization that 

takes the MDO as final activity biased and incomplete. Therefore, in Figure 8 the moment at which the 

operation was planned was taken as the end of the diagnostic process since this is done during the first 

visit to the surgeon after the diagnosis is stated. The fact that the MDO could not be used as final 

activity means that some activities and some delay outside the diagnostic process are included in Figure 

8, to counter this problem the same view was created with the MDO as final activity, thereby depicting 

only those 67% of the patients. This view is not provided in this report but yielded the same conclusions 

as Figure 8. Figure 8 shows 44 patients because for two patients the request for surgery appeared to be 

postponed and for two other patients no date of the request for surgery was available. The same four 

patients as in Figure 6 were removed from the view because of their high lead time. All regular 

laboratory activities (individual lab result values) were removed because the amount of those varies to a 

large extent between patients and this distorts the value of the view. The average lead time of patients 

over this part of the process was 42 days (σ=48, m=29). Since the KWF norm states that 90% of all 

patients is discussed at the MDO within 14 days and operated within 35 days, Figure 8 confirms the 

observation in Section 5.2.1.1 that patients do not meet these norms. 

 
Figure 8: Patterns (sequential) – diagnostic process 

 

In addition, Figure 8 shows again no correlation between the lead time and the number of activities. 

Also, hardly any process standardization is visible and there is a high amount of variation in activities 

between patients. 

Since some patients get diagnosed with colorectal cancer directly and others enter the process with a 

different diagnosis such as anemia, it is interesting to see whether differences in patterns can be found 

for those two groups of patients. A view was created to compare these two groups but no clear 

differences were found, both in terms of sequence and number of activities. 

Pre-operative process 

To zoom in on the activities belonging to the pre-operative process steps, in Figure 9 the moment at 

which the operation was planned is taken as the first activity and the operation as final activity. The 

figure shows that again there is no relation between the number of activities and the lead time of 

patients; a difference with the diagnostic process, however, is that some standardization is visible here. 

Each patient has approximately one visit to the surgeon and one visit to the anesthesiologist and the 

main variation lies in the number of visits to the CCV (red) and physiotherapist (purple). One noticeable 

observation in Figure 9 is the fact that for some patients a number of diagnostic activities (e.g. X-thorax, 
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CT-abdomen) take place in this part of the process while all diagnostics should be complete before the 

pre-operative phase starts. 

 
Figure 9: Patterns (sequential) – pre-operative process 

6.3.4.2 Patterns (multi-set) 

Next to comparing patients by their sequence of activities, it is also useful to look at the set of activities 

itself, ordered by the type of activity. Such a multi-set view enables identifying whether observations 

found in the sequential view are caused by differences in the sequence of activities or in the number of 

activities per activity type. This view is especially interesting for the process between the colonoscopy 

and the operation because the cancer is found during the colonoscopy. This means that variations 

caused by uncertain diagnoses (such as anemia) should be less present in this part of the process, since 

all patients are approximately equal, especially because the view only contains activities related to CC. 

Figure 10 shows the multi-sets of activities for all activities between the colonoscopy and the operation.  

 
Figure 10: Patterns (multi-set) – colonoscopy ���� operation  

 

Figure 10 depicts some standardization in the sets of activities. The amount of activities for each type of 

activity varies but each patient does have an approximately equal set of unique activity types. 

6.3.4.3 KPIs 

The performance regarding the KPIs was calculated using several views which are explained below; each 

calculated KPI was validated by checking the performance for at least three patients in the case specific 

view such as shown in Figure 7. 

Time 

A view was created to calculate the mean, standard deviation and median time between two activities. 

This enabled the calculation of lead time (over a specified part of the process, e.g. the diagnostics phase) 
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and waiting time (for certain activities). An overview of activities that were used for these calculations is 

shown in Appendix P. Using this view, bottleneck activities and parts of the process are identified (by 

calculating waiting times and lead times, respectively) as well as characteristics that are associated with 

high lead times (by calculating lead times for specific groups of patients, according to the characteristics 

explained in Section 6.1 (e.g. type of surgery, initial diagnosis, etc.)). An activity (or process part) is a 

bottleneck if, on average, it causes the largest part of the total delay in the process.  

Lead Time 

In the introduction of this report some lead time calculations were given regarding the two KWF norms, 

based on data from DSCA. The analysis in MagnaView, based on DBC data and data from the electronic 

patient record, confirms these initial results. The view of Figure 11 was used to calculate the lead time 

for specific parts of the process to identify characteristics that might influence the lead time of patients. 

Figure 11 shows the lead time between the request for surgery and the operation for 49 patients; 2 

patients did not have a correctly registered request date and for one patient the surgical procedure was 

not registered. The size of each column indicates the average lead time for that group of patients; the 

blue line indicates the overall average. Each colored row is a patient; the colors depict the lead time in 

terms of a rainbow spectrum: the redder the color the lower the lead time, the more it gets towards 

violet, the higher it is. In Figure 11, the minimum lead time (red) is 4 days and the maximum (violet) is 

101 days. Via this coloring the figure provides a visual insight into the distribution of the lead times.  

 
Figure 11: Lead time and waiting time 

 

As explained in Section 6.1, it is expected that patients who are diagnosed directly with colorectal 

malignancy move faster through the diagnostic process. On average this is the case (38 days versus 59 

days) but an independent samples t-test indicates that this difference is not significant (α = 0,05; p = 

0,22). Furthermore, it was expected that patients who had had a sigmoidoscopy have a lower time to 

diagnosis; for this characteristic, also an insignificant difference is found (34 days versus 53 days, p = 

0,20). A third possible expected lead time influencing characteristic is the fact whether patients with 

comorbidity move slower through the process than patients without comorbidity; no such relation was 

found for the pre-operative process. An apparent influence of comorbidity on the diagnostic process (μ 

= 53 days vs. μ = 33 days) is insignificant (p = 0,125).  
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The only characteristic for which a significant difference exists in the lead time of the pre-operative 

process is the type of surgery. Patients getting laparoscopic surgery require on average 35 days to be 

operated after the surgery is planned, patients for open surgery need 17 days (p = 0,017). 

For pathology and radiology activities a timestamp was retrieved at which they were completed. The 

time to result (i.e. time between sending the biopts and retrieving the result) of pathology is on average 

1,8 days (σ = 0,4 days); for radiology activities this is of 2,9 days (σ = 2,0) on average. It is therefore 

concluded that, in general, these activities do not constitute a bottleneck. 

Waiting Time 

For the calculation of waiting time, the assumption was made that interviews can be used to determine 

the moments at which activities are planned and that the waiting time was the time between the 

moment the activity was planned and the moment it was executed. For instance, it was assumed that 

the CT-abdomen is planned at the day of the colonoscopy; the waiting time for these activities is 

therefore defined as the time between the colonoscopy and the CT scan. The same was assumed for the 

first visit to the surgeon and the first visit to the anesthesiologist etc. Measuring the time between an 

activity and its previous activity, which is more common for waiting time calculations, does not provide 

correct insights because activities are regularly planned at other moments in time. 

Figure 11 was used to calculate the waiting time for all activities given in Appendix P which resulted in 

finding that no single activity can be labeled as bottleneck; waiting time occurs for almost every activity 

and varies largely between the patients. Since the view of Figure 11 does not yield any bottleneck 

activities, a dotted chart, as suggested by Riemers, was created. Figure 12 shows a part of this dotted 

chart for a part of the pre-operative process; each row represents a patient, each column a week and 

each dot a day. The colors in the dots represent the activities; the dots far most to the left correspond to 

activities on the day of the first visit to the surgeon, the dots to the right to that on the day of the 

operation. The dots to the right are often accompanied by a dot one day before surgery; this depicts the 

pre-operative admission and blood tests. Figure 12 shows that for some patients a large gap appears 

between the last activity before surgery and the operation itself; this indicates that the operation is a 

bottleneck for some patients, because of high waiting times. 

 
0      7         14             21   28      35           42 49     56         63   t (days)   
Figure 12: Dotted chart: first visit to surgeon ���� surgery 
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Costs 

As explained in Section 6.1, two cost-related KPIs are calculated; the first one being the number of 

consultations and the second one the number of unnecessary activities. A histogram of the number of 

consultations per patient is provided in Figure 13. 

 
Figure 13: Number of consultations – histogram 

 

As Figure 13 shows, the number of consultations varies per patient; consultations include visits to the 

surgeon, CCV, internist, gastroenterologist, physiotherapist and the dietician. On average patients have 

approximately 7 consultations (σ = 2). The same view was created for the number of visits to the 

surgeon only and the number of visits to an internist or gastroenterologist. Two patients appeared to 

have never visited the surgeon; it is possible that this is attributable to registration errors. Also, two 

patients never visited the gastroenterologist whereas some patients had up to 6 visits to the internist or 

gastroenterologist. These results were validated with the case specific view (Figure 7), the DBC 

registration and the electronic patient record. Further analysis did not yield a relation that explains the 

variation in number of consultations: no clear differences exist between the treating specialists or 

between initial diagnoses (CRC or not, as explained for the time dimension). 

Since patients each have unique characteristics, it is hard to define which activities are necessary and 

which not. To get an indication of unnecessary costs, first one activity that is clearly unnecessary was 

selected; this activity is the sigmoidoscopy. As explained earlier, sigmoidoscopies are not useful for 

patients suspected of having CC since an additional colonoscopy is always required. To see whether this 

examination has taken place for the patients within the scope of this project the number of patients 

having had a sigmoidoscopy, followed by a colonoscopy, is measured. It was found that 27% of all 

patients had had such a diagnostic procedure. Furthermore, the number of radiology activities that are 

not required was measured; a total of 31 of such activities were found for the 52 patients in the analysis.  

Quality 

The patterns (multi-set) view was used to measure the number of times a specific diagnostic procedure 

was executed for a patient. This view was used to test the completeness of diagnostics for all patients 

and the results were put in a spreadsheet to get an overview of the diagnostic process. If activities were 

missing, first the case specific view including all activities (also those registered for a DBC not related to 

CC) was used to see if any activities were missed; secondly, the medical record and the DBC register 

were both checked. The same analysis was executed regarding all required activities.  
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Completeness of diagnostics 

Two indicators were created regarding the completeness of diagnostics: the completeness before the 

MDO and the overall completeness. At the MDO the final diagnosis is determined for each patient; 

therefore all diagnostic examinations must have taken place before the MDO. If this is not the case, then 

at least all diagnostics should be performed before surgery takes place. Complete diagnostics is defined 

here as having had an X-ray of the thorax, a CT-scan of the abdomen and a colonoscopy or else a 

colonography. Also the CEA blood value should have been determined and the pathologist must have 

examined the biopts of the colon. It was found that of the 67% of all patients that was discussed at the 

MDO, 56% had had all diagnostics before they were discussed. Regarding the total process, of all 

patients, 85% was completely diagnosed before the operation. 

Process Conformance 

The fact that all patients should get all diagnostic examinations is most important. However, the other 

steps in the process such as visits to the surgeon and anesthesiologist are also required. Therefore for 

each activity the percentage of patients having had that activity was calculated; the results of this 

conformance analysis are given in Figure 14. Clearly the MDO and the visit to the physiotherapist are 

frequently not performed for or by patients. The 4% of patients having had a colonography should be 

added to the 94% of the patients that had a colonoscopy; this means that for 98% of all patients the 

entire colon was visually examined.  

 
Figure 14: Conformance analysis per activity 

 

Next to the conformance per activity, Table 4 depicts the total pathway conformance for all patients; 

indicating the percentage of patients that has had all required steps as described in Appendix I. 

 
Table 4: Conformance analysis of all patients 

 

Table 4 shows that only 10% of all patients conformed to the entire care pathway. Since physiotherapy 

and the MDO have the lowest percentage in Figure 14, the conformance neglecting physiotherapy or 
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both physiotherapy and the MDO is also shown. This is done to determine whether these two activities 

are the major problem and whether the none-conformance of the other activities is attributable to a 

small number of patients. The conformance neglecting the MDO and physiotherapy is only 60%, 

however, indicating that for 40% of all patients at least one of the other activities was not performed.  

Number of hospital visits 

The number of hospital visits was measured using the dates of activities. If a patient was admitted to the 

hospital all activities during this admittance are counted as one visit in total; a histogram of the number 

of visits is provided in Appendix Q. The number of visits varies between 6 and 18 and is 9,9 on average (σ 

= 2,51); this means that there is some variation in the number of visits and that some patients have to 

come to the hospital extremely often. Please note that again only activities related to CC are included in 

the measure.  

According to the specialists involved in the process, the hospital attempts to combine certain activities 

in one day. The most important examples are a combination of the X-thorax and CT-abdomen or of a 

visit to the surgeon, CCV and anesthesiologist. To analyze the frequency of these combined 

appointments, a new view was created of which a fragment is provided in Figure 15. 

 
Figure 15: Hospital visits – visualization 

 

Each column in Figure 15 is a day and each colored rectangle an activity; the patient in the top of the 

figure for instance had a visit to the internist and a blood sample taken during his first visit, then came 

back for a new blood sample and in his next visit had a colonoscopy, consultation by the internist and a 

duodenoscopy etc. It was found that only 19% of all patients had the two radiology activities (X-thorax 

and CT-abdomen) planned on one day; only 12% of all patients visited the anesthesiologist on the same 

day as the surgeon and only 35% of all patients visited the colon care nurse on the same day as the 

surgeon. This means that the intention of planning activities as often as possible in combination with 

each other is not executed appropriately. This partially explains the high number of hospital visits 

discussed earlier.  

6.3.5 Process Mining 

As explained in Section 2.3.1, the method by Riemers (2009) prescribes using the Heuristics miner, 

Genetic miner and Fuzzy miner for the investigation of the process. All tools are applied to two data sets 

which were filtered using MagnaView. For both data sets, all specific activities were clustered into 

activity types (e.g. all pathological procedures were clustered into the type ‘pathology’). The second 

data set underwent an extra filtering step in which only the required activities described in Appendix I 

were included. For both data sets artificial start and end tasks were added to ensure that each trace 
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(patient) had the same start and end activity, making it possible to identify a clear flow. No additional 

clustering was applied since the dataset already was small and only contained activities related to CC.  

Riemers states that Process Models should have a high fitness value (nearing 100%) in order to be useful 

for the discovery of the actual care pathway. This fitness expresses the amount of log traces that can be 

replayed by the model by inserting the original data into the model created by the mining tool (de 

Medeiros, 2007). Fitness is expressed in two ways: extra behavior punishment and log conformance. For 

the Heuristics and Genetic miners Riemers suggests using extra behavior punishment as a fitness 

measure. This measure takes both completeness (i.e. the extent to which all event traces can be parsed 

in the log) and preciseness (i.e. the extent to which the model cannot parse more traces than the log 

provides) into account. For the Fuzzy miner this measure cannot be calculated and therefore log 

conformance is used to calculate the fitness; which only takes completeness into account. 

Since the analysis in MagnaView already concluded that process conformance is low and variability is 

high, it is expected that Process Mining will yield similar results. Using the three miners, process models 

were created and their fitness was determined.  

The application of the Heuristics miner to the data set without additional filtering yielded a fitness of 

0,00%; this means that it was not possible to create a fitting process model. The filtered data set yielded 

a model with a fitness of 34% which is still far too low to provide useful insights.  

The Genetic miner applied to the unfiltered data created a model with a fitness of 0,00%; the filtered 

dataset yielded a model with a fitness of 71% which is depicted in Appendix R. Both models again have a 

fitness that is too low which means they do not provide additional insight. 

The Fuzzy miner created a ‘spaghetti model’ which did not provide a clear overview and still had a 

conformance of only 73%. Regarding the filtered dataset, the Fuzzy miner provided a model with a log 

conformance of 79%; this model is depicted in Appendix S. However, its fitness is still too low to provide 

additional insights into the process other than the fact that a substantial amount of variation is found. 

To conclude, process mining does not provide many additional insights; the process is too variable to 

generate useful process models. The only added value of process mining here is therefore the fact that 

the models confirm the process variability and make it easier to communicate this observation to the 

specialists involved. 

6.3.6 Final Meeting 

After the presentation of the analysis, a discussion took place with a number of medical specialists. The 

results of the analysis were recognizable to them and they agreed with the fact that in practice a process 

definition was lacking. Furthermore, since the analysis shows that process conformance is very low, 

additional control of the process is required, both in terms of assigned responsibilities and process 

definitions. Agreements about the responsibility for the patient and process conformance are not clearly 

defined at the moment, partially caused by the fact that there are too many specialists involved with a 

patient. In addition to this they stated that the MDO is currently too informal, insufficient minutes are 

drawn up during the MDO and there is no securing of the continuation of the process by one of the 

surgeons.  

6.4 Conclusions 

The analysis shows a number of main conclusions which are summed up here. First, the lead time of 

patients is too high, both in the diagnostic and the pre-operative process. Furthermore, it is not possible 
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to determine a specific activity or part of the process that causes this bad performance; delays occur in 

many places in the process. In addition, patient characteristics explain variation in lead time only to a 

very minor extent; it is therefore hard to predict which patients will have a high lead time and which not. 

The only activity that clearly causes waiting times in some cases is the operation.  

Secondly, patients do not follow the prescribed pathway, both in terms of required activities and of 

specified sequence. Therefore the process is highly variable; there is a lack of structure and 

standardization which causes high lead times and bad conformance. In extreme cases this leads to 

important activities not being performed. Also, patients come to the hospital too often, activities are not 

combined in one day and unnecessary activities take place.  

To sum up, there is a lack of what McCormack et al (2009) call process maturity. They state that a 

process becomes mature after going through four stages: ad hoc, defined, linked and integrated. Ad hoc 

processes lack a clear definition and process measures whereas in Defined processes these are present 

but still defined in terms of functions, not in terms of processes which cross organizational boundaries. 

Linked processes are managed across functional borders and processes at the highest level of maturity, 

Integrated processes, also include vendors, customers and suppliers in the process definition and 

management. McCormack et al. (2009, p. 793) state that reaching process maturity will lead to “better 

control of results, improved forecasting of goals, costs, and performance, greater effectiveness in 

reaching defined goals and improving managements’ ability to propose new and higher targets for 

performance”. In short, this implies that process maturity leads to better performance in a more 

efficient way. Since some boundary crossing process definitions are already available in the Elkerliek 

hospital one might state that maturity is at the Linked level; however, the analysis showed that in 

practice the process looks completely different. Furthermore, no concrete logistical performance 

measures were in use when this project started. The norms regarding lead time were not yet applied in 

the hospital and were not known by the majority of the specialists. Therefore, although at first glance 

the process seems to be rather mature, in practice it is still managed and executed at the Ad hoc level 

since what exists of process definitions is not applied in practice.  

A new design should therefore aim at the definition and standardization of the process, ensuring that 

process definitions are applied, that performance and the process are frequently evaluated and that this 

leads to frequent improvements of the process and its management. Therefore this project should lead 

to a process design rather than to a process redesign, since in practice no standard process exists. This, 

however, does not mean that the redesign tools discussed in Section 2.4 cannot be applied as the 

existing theoretical process definition, the results of the process analysis and the benchmarks can be 

used as a basis for the design. The fact that currently no actual process is in use only means that extra 

attention is required for the implementation and securing of the process, making sure that the new 

process definitions will be applied in practice.  
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7 Case Study: design 
In this chapter a design is created for the Elkerliek hospital. This is done in such a way that it is the best 

option that can be made with the combination of benchmarks and best practices. This does not mean 

that the model is guaranteed to be optimal, however, nor that the model is the most practical solution. 

Optimality cannot be guaranteed since that would require a full qualitative and quantitative evaluation 

of all best practices, which is not possible within the limited time given for this case study. Furthermore, 

even with such a full evaluation, there is still a possibility that an even better solution exists that is not 

suggested by the best practices or benchmarks. However, as explained in the literature review 

(Lassche,2009), best practices have been proven to yield substantial performance improvement. 

Whether the solution presented here is practical is discussed in Chapter 8. 

Because both CC and RC patients go through almost the same diagnostic steps, the design includes RC 

and CC patients for all steps until the visit to the surgeon. After this visit, RC patients go to pre-operative 

therapy whereas CC patients go to the operation. Furthermore, during diagnosis, RC patients get an 

additional MRI of their pelvis (as depicted in Appendix B); also, RC patients are discussed at a second 

MDO which includes radiotherapists and oncologists. 

This chapter starts with a section on the creation of the redesign, including the qualitative evaluation of 

several redesign options. Secondly, a quantitative model is presented which is used to determine the 

impacts of the redesign on the lead time performance. Finally, the redesign is evaluated using both the 

qualitative and the quantitative results. 

7.1 Create Redesigns 

In this section, first the benchmark models from Venlo and Maastricht are described followed by a 

qualitative evaluation of their impact in comparison with the current Helmond model. Secondly, the 

benchmarks are applied to the Elkerliek hospital after which additional improvements are made using 

the redesign best practices, including a qualitative evaluation of their added value. 

7.1.1 Benchmark 1: Venlo Model 

The Viecuri hospital in Venlo, the Netherlands, implemented a process redesign in 2008 regarding the 

CC pathway. This redesign has been quantitatively evaluated in 2010 which showed a reduction of the 

lead time by 40%. The main element in the Venlo model is a combination of multiple activities in one 

‘diagnostic day’ for which 2 slots are reserved every week. A slot is a fixed appointment on a fixed day 

and time for one patient of a specific type or diagnosis for one or more fixed activities including all 

necessary resources. This means that no other patient can use these resources during the slot time. 

However, slot resources are released (i.e. made available for other patients) if no patient has arrived 

until a fixed number of days before the slot date (see Section 7.2.3). An overview of the Venlo model is 

given in Appendix T; during the diagnostic day the patient is admitted to the hospital and guided by a 

nurse. The day combines the dissemination research with a number of other appointments such as a 

visit to the anesthesiologist and the dietician.  

7.1.2 Benchmark 2: Maastricht Model 

A second benchmark model is implemented in 2009 by the Academic Hospital of Maastricht, the 

Netherlands. Because of its recent implementation this redesign has not been evaluated yet. The main 

message of this model is the structuring of activities during a week, controlled by a case manager and 

using several reserved slots. This case manager is a CCV who is responsible for the planning and control 

of the process as well as the guidance and support of the patient. At the moment that a tumor is found 
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during the colonoscopy, the CCV starts by planning a visit to the gastroenterologist three days after the 

colonoscopy to discuss the PA result. The rest of the appointments is planned by the CCV on fixed days 

after the PA result is given. An overview of the Maastricht model is given in Appendix U. 

7.1.3 Benchmarks: Comparison and Qualitative Evaluation  

During interviews and a group session with specialists from all involved specialties, the Venlo and 

Maastricht model were evaluated qualitatively, in comparison with the current situation at the Elkerliek 

hospital. The results of this evaluation are provided below and are summarized per dimension of the 

Devil’s Quadrangle in tables in Appendix V. 

Regarding the time dimension, both benchmarks reduce waiting time by using fixed slot reservations. 

The reduction is larger for the Maastricht model because this also includes slots for the pre-operative 

appointments and the operation. Also, the slots include a combination of a number of examinations 

which reduces lead time. Regarding diagnostics, the reduction is the highest in the Venlo model, since all 

examinations are combined in one day whereas the Maastricht model spreads them over two or three 

days. The Maastricht model also combines visits to the surgeon and to the CCV on one day to decrease 

the lead time. Furthermore, both models decrease lead time by putting the visit to the anesthesiologist 

and dietician early in the process, making sure that possible process delaying symptoms (e.g. hart 

problems causing the patient to have to visit the cardiologist) are identified as early as possible. Finally, 

the fact that the process is better structured and controlled by the case manager (Maastricht) or nurse 

(Venlo) leads to reduced lead time because activities take place when they are supposed to take place. 

Since the case manager is involved in the entire process and the nurse only during the diagnostic day, 

the reduction is higher for the Maastricht model. 

External quality is influenced by both benchmarks. Both models considerably reduce the number of 

hospital visits, the Venlo model slightly more than the Maastricht model. Furthermore, the improved 

structuring and control in both models reduces the probability that activities are missed and hence 

increases quality. As the case manager of the Maastricht model is involved in more parts of the process, 

the effect on quality is larger in the Maastricht model. In the Venlo model, patient satisfaction is 

reduced because patients get a lot of examinations on one day combined with an information overload. 

Satisfaction is further reduced by the fact that patients have to wait for their PA result (i.e. the actual 

confirmation that they have cancer) until the diagnostic day; this means that these patients know that 

there is something wrong (because something was found during the colonoscopy) but sometimes have 

to wait for a week to get the confirmation that they have cancer. These two problems are not present in 

the Maastricht model (examinations are spread over 2 to 3 days and the PA result is always given after 

three days) but a problem that is present there is that patients sometimes have to wait too long for 

diagnostics; an example of this appears if a patient gets the PA result on Monday. The CT slots are also 

reserved for Monday but cannot take place on the day of the PA result; he/she then has to wait a week 

before the diagnostics take place.  

Internal quality is reduced in both models because some decision freedom is taken away from the 

medical specialists. Also, planning staff might feel that the slot reservations lead to a lot of unnecessary 

re-planning because they are released (see Section 7.2.3) if no patient arrives. The extent to which this 

leads to reduced internal quality depends on the utilization level of the slots (the lower, the more 

planning). On the other hand, internal quality increases for the specialists who have fewer planning 

tasks to do since a lot is structured in fixed and controlled by the case manager or nurse.  
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Costs decrease because the case manager, nurse and improved structure lead to fewer unnecessary 

activities. On the other hand, costs increase because additional time of resources (the case manager or 

nurse) is required. Both the negative and the positive effect on costs is higher in the Maastricht model 

because the task of the case manager takes more time but also applies to more parts of the process. 

Flexibility is decreased in both models because of the slot reservations; the reduction is the highest in 

the Maastricht model because slots are reserved for more activities than in the Venlo model. 

Furthermore, radiology (both models) and pathology (Maastricht model) lose some of their flexibility 

because they are required to deliver their results within a fixed  

The relevant impact of all factors discussed above is summed up and the results of this evaluation are 

depicted graphically in Figure 16, in which the blue diamond depicts the current performance in 

Helmond. Please note that the relative impact of each effect was assessed during the evaluative meeting; 

specialists for instance stated that the negative influence on satisfaction of having all examinations in 

one day is higher than that of having an additional hospital visit. 

7.1.4 Application of the Benchmarks to the Elkerliek Hospital  

The Venlo and Maastricht model were both designed to reduce the lead time of patients. Furthermore, 

the models aim at a decrease of the number of hospital visits and an increase of process conformance. 

The analysis of the process at the Elkerliek hospital indicated that the same goals hold there. 

Additionally, the set of activities in all three hospitals is approximately the same; some minor differences 

exist (which are explained below) but these can easily be mapped to the Elkerliek CC pathway. Therefore 

it is appropriate to use both models as a benchmark. 

To apply the benchmarks to the Elkerliek hospital, they are first combined into one model that takes ‘the 

best of both worlds’. The analysis in the previous section indicated that the Maastricht model improves 

the lead time performance the most but that some elements of the Venlo model are better. Therefore, 

the Maastricht model is taken as a basis and improved with Venlo elements. The previous section 

showed that lead time for the diagnostic appointments (which are called ‘diagnostics’ in the rest of this 

report) is higher for the Maastricht model than for the Venlo model because appointments are spread 

over two days. On the other hand, this separation increases patient satisfaction. However, if in the 

Maastricht model a patient gets the PA result on 

Monday, he/she will have to wait a week before the 

diagnostics take place. This additional waiting time is 

not preferable since it leads to reduced satisfaction and 

therefore probably counters the increased satisfaction 

created by the spreading of the diagnostics.  

The final benchmark model is therefore equal to the 

Maastricht model with the addition that patients are 

allowed to get their PA result and diagnostics on one 

day. The impact of the combination is shown in 

Appendix V and depicted graphically in Figure 16. 

Please note that in all Devil’s quadrangles in this report, 

the effect sizes are indications and do not depict the 

actual relative effect of each benchmark or 

combination.  

Figure 16: Qualitative comparison of Venlo and 

Maastricht benchmarks 
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The benchmark model needs to be tailored to the specific situation at the Elkerliek hospital. Therefore a 

number of modifications is required:  

1. Recently, it has been decided in Helmond that patients with kidney problems need to visit the 

nephrologist at least two days before they can get a CT-scan. The specialists assessed that this 

will be the case for 25% of all patients. It is assumed that if the benchmark model would include 

visits to the nephrologist, slot reservations are required (which decrease the flexibility of the 

nephrologist but increase the overall lead time).  

2. Patients get an extra visit to the CCV before their operation.  

3. The PA result is known within 2 working days after the colonoscopy.  

4. The MDO at which both difficult CC patients and RC patients are discussed has to take place on 

Wednesday because it includes specialists from multiple hospitals; however, all CC patients can 

also be discussed at this MDO, making the original Tuesday MDO obsolete. 

5. Patients need to visit the physiotherapist before the operation.  

6. RC patients need to get a rectal touch by a surgeon before the MDO.  

These modifications are assumed to be unchangeable and are therefore implemented in the benchmark 

model. Other practical modifications to the model are discussed in Chapter 8. The resulting modified 

model is provided in Appendix V. In this model also fixed slots are reserved for the nephrologist; 

patients must visit the nephrologist after the colonoscopy and 2 days before they can get a CT. 

7.1.5 Redesign Best Practices 

Appendix X provides an evaluation of all best practices; the tables show for each best practice whether it 

is already applied by the benchmark model, whether its application is or would be useful, why that is the 

case and what the effect would be. This first evaluation was done by the student who performed this 

project, without the explicit input of the specialists at the hospital. This was done because it is very time 

consuming to explain the best practices to each specialist and to get their input. Furthermore, a 

substantial amount of knowledge was already gathered by the student during the analysis phase, both 

with regard to the logistical and the medical aspects of the process. The tables in Appendix X show that 

the following best practices may yield useful results: 

1. Numerical involvement: let all activities between the colonoscopy and the MDO be performed 

by the gastroenterologist, exclude the internist from these activities. This also includes the best 

practices: 

o Specialist – generalist: making internists more generalists.  

o Split responsibilities: tasks in this part of the process are only assigned to gastroenterologists. 

o Case assignment: letting the responsible gastroenterologist (i.e. the one that found the 

tumor during the colonoscopy) performs as many tasks as possible until the MDO takes place. 

2. Re-sequencing: putting the MRI and the CT-scan on the same day. This is a special type of this 

best practice because it also includes elements of the parallelism best practice (if one analyzes 

the process per day). It is also not exactly the re-sequencing best practice because the sequence 

may remain the same (first do a CT-scan, then an MRI). Therefore the combination of several 

tasks might be a new best practice; this idea is elaborated further in Chapter 9. 

3. Extra resources: adding extra slots 

4. Control addition: check whether all diagnostic appointments have taken place before the MDO 

and check whether all pre-operative appointments have taken place before surgery 

5. Case manager: An extension of the tasks of the case manager. E.g. executing the additional 

checks and supporting the patient 
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6. Task elimination: eliminating unnecessary tasks such as the sigmoidoscopy from the process. 

7. Order based work: separate MDOs for each patient 

8. Customer involvement: involving customers in the design of the process 

9. Outsourcing: e.g. letting another hospital perform X-rays and CT-scans 

Task elimination is already applied in the benchmarks and will therefore not be applied further. The 

bottom three of the list of best practices will not be included in the redesign. First, creating separate 

MDOs requires too much time of the specialists who need to be available every day. Secondly, because 

of the time limitations for this project, customers (i.e. patients) are not involved in the design of the 

process. Third, outsourcing is not preferable since sufficient resources are available in the hospital to 

perform all examinations; outsourcing therefore would costs a lot of money. 

The five useful best practices can be combined into four major redesign options: (A) the extension of the 

tasks of the case manager with additional process control, (B) the combination of more activities on one 

day, (C) making the gastroenterologists responsible for the entire diagnostic process after a tumor is 

found (i.e. from colonoscopy until MDO) and (D) the addition of extra resources.  

Option A reduces lead time and costs and increases patient satisfaction (quality) since activities take 

place when they should, fewer activities are forgotten and fewer unnecessary activities are performed; 

cost also increase somewhat because the case manager will cost more. Furthermore, the case manager 

will be a contact person who the patient can rely on for questions. Ouwens et al. (2009) reviewed a 

number of interventions in the care for cancer patients and confirmed that case management leads to 

improved patient satisfaction. However, Wulff et al. (2008), who conducted research on the effects of 

case management for cancer patients, found no significant effects. The main added value of a case 

manager therefore is the fact that he/she is a director of the care pathway, as intended in the 

benchmark model. Flexibility is not affected.  

Option B leads to lead time reduction since all diagnostics can then be performed on one day, this also 

increases satisfaction (quality) a bit while costs and flexibility remain approximately equal.  

Option C increases quality and decreases costs since the pathway is managed in a better way. Fewer 

specialists will have to know how the process should be executed and they will gain more experience 

with the process, causing that fewer unnecessary activities take place and that process conformance 

increases. This might also decrease lead time a bit. However, having fewer specialists available to 

perform tasks reduces flexibility to some extent.  

Option D reduces lead time but decreases flexibility since more slots have to be reserved. In addition 

internal quality is reduced since a larger amount slots for the same amount of patients means that the 

slots are idle more often and more planning activities are needed. It is assumed that slots can always be 

filled with other patients and that this does not lead to additional costs. 

First, to determine which best practices should be applied to the benchmark model, the effects of the 

best practices on the performance of the benchmark model are shown in the Devil’s Quadrangle in 

Figure 18, both for each option individually and for the combination of all options. This is done because 

a best practice should only be applied if it adds value to the benchmark model; it should not be the case 

that it improves the performance in comparison with the current situation while decreasing the 

performance in comparison with the benchmark model. 
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Figure 18 shows that a combination leads to a large decrease in lead time and increase in quality as well 

as a small reduction of flexibility and increase in costs. Since reducing lead time is the main goal of this 

project, and each best practice positively influences lead time, all redesign options are applied. Figure 17 

shows the effect of a combination of all redesign options and the benchmark model graphically in the 

Devil’s Quadrangle; the blue area depicts the current situation in Helmond. As can be seen, this 

combination leads to a large decrease of lead time and increase in quality while retaining an 

approximately equal amount of costs; flexibility is decreased substantially, however.  

This qualitative evaluation was validated in interviews with a manager, a gastroenterologist, a colon care 

nurse, a surgeon and a staff member. During an evaluative meeting it was decided that a combination of 

all best practice options and the benchmark model should be implemented. The resulting process is 

depicted in Appendix Y. 

7.2 Quantitative Analysis 

A quantitative model is designed to compare the performance of the design of Appendix Y with the 

current performance. Since the main goal of the case study is meeting the KWF norms for lead times, a 

quantitative model should provide insight into the required amount of resources (slots) in this design to 

meet the norms. Using this amount of resources, an estimation of the effects of the model on the 

quality, flexibility and costs is made. The effect on time is approximately fixed in advance (assuming that 

the KWF norm can be met) since resource are added until the norm is met. 

In this section the model scenarios and assumptions are first explained followed by an elaboration of the 

model setup. Subsequently, it is explained why simulation is required followed by a description of the 

simulation model that is used along with the strategy to come to the best configuration of the number 

of slots for each activity. Finally, the simulation results are given. 

7.2.1 Scenarios 

Three scenarios are implemented in the model resulting from the implementation of benchmarks and 

best practices (Appendix Y). The first scenario only allows patients to go through diagnostics via the 

reserved slots. The second allows them to go to the regular queue for diagnostics as was done in the old 

situation if there is no place available at the slots. The third scenario allows patients to choose for a 

diagnostics pathway in which the appointments and examinations do not necessarily take place in one 
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day. This second and third scenario are based on the benchmark models. Maastricht lets patients go via 

the regular route if no place is available at the slots and Venlo lets patients choose for the diagnostic day. 

The fact that patients are allowed to go through the regular pathway and the reservation of slots might 

constitute new best practices; this is discussed in Chapter 9. Assumptions about the lead time of the 

regular pathway and the amount of patients that chooses to take it are provided in Appendix Z. 

7.2.2 Why Simulation? 

The model assumptions and setup are depicted in Appendix Z and Appendix AA. Following the model 

setup, the CT queue can be approximated by a G/G/m model (e.g. Hopp and Spearman, 2008) in which 

the first G depicts that the inter-arrival time of patients follows a general distribution (i.e. not uniform, 

exponential or Erlang). This is the case because patients arrive at the CT from two different sources: the 

colonoscopy and the nephrologist. To calculate the waiting time for a G/G/m queue, one needs both the 

arrival rate and the coefficient of variation of this arrival rate. The coefficient of variation of the 

departure rate from the nephrologist (i.e. of the arrival rate at the CT for patients from the nephrologist) 

cannot be calculated because formulas that are normally used to calculate these values assume that 

patients can be served at any day of the week while the nephrologist only has slots on Friday. Therefore 

the average waiting time for the CT and the average lead time cannot be calculated. Also, if patients are 

allowed to go through the diagnostics via the regular way the arrival coefficient of variation for the pre-

operative appointments and therefore the lead time of that part of the process cannot be calculated. 

Additionally, the goal of this case study is to make sure that 90% of all patients meet the KWF norms. 

Queuing theory only provides formulas for the G/G/m queue to calculate the average waiting time of 

patients and can therefore not be used to calculate the performance. Finally, if patients are allowed to 

go to diagnostics via the regular way (i.e. not via the reserved slots) a max function is included in the 

lead time; these functions are not suitable for mathematical calculation of lead times. 

7.2.3 Slots 

The minimum number of slots (as defined in Section 7.1.1) is derived from the yearly arrival rates to 

each of the servers. Table 5 depicts the calculations for the minimum number of slots; in this table, the 

second column depicts the number of patients that arrive at the slot each year. The third column divides 

this yearly arrival rate by the yearly capacity per slot; each slot has a capacity of 48 patients per year (1 

patient per week, 52 weeks in a year minus 4 holiday weeks). This leads to the determination of the 

minimum required number of slots per year (by rounding up the number of the third column) after 

which the slot utilization is calculated by dividing the yearly arrival rate by the number of slots times the 

capacity per slot. 

 
* includes CT-abdomen, X-thorax and visits to ANA and DIE 

** includes rectal touch 

Table 5: calculation of the number of slots 

Server Yearly arrival 

rate

Arrival rate / 

capacity per slot

Minimum required 

number of slots

Utilization

Nephrologist 17,2 0,36 1 35,80%

Diagnostics* 68,8 1,43 2 71,70%

MRI** 23,1 0,48 1 48,10%

Pre-operative 68,8 1,43 2 71,70%

Operation 45,7 0,95 1 95,20%
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The utilization depicted in Table 5 is that of the server slots; please note that the resources that are used 

for these slots may be made available for other patients (i.e. not CRC patients) if no CRC patient arrives 

for the slot. Because it is known a number of days in advance whether a slot will be used, slots can be 

released a few days before they take place. An example is the diagnostics slots: if on Friday (two days 

before the diagnostics), there are no patients waiting, the slots can be released because for patients in 

whom a tumor is found on Monday or Tuesday, no PA result is available before Tuesday, which means 

that diagnostics cannot yet take place for them, and the patient has to wait for a week. 

To find a solution that meets the KWF norms a slot iteration strategy is defined in which extra resources 

are added (using the ‘extra resource’ best practice). First the model is simulated with the minimum 

number of slots. Secondly, if the results do not comply with the first KWF norm, a slot is added to the 

server in the diagnostic phase (i.e. the nephrologist, diagnostics activity cluster or MRI) with the highest 

utilization; this is done because reducing the utilization of the server with the highest utilization is 

expected to yield the highest reduction in lead time. If the results of this new setting again do not 

comply with the first KWF norm a slot is added to the server that then has the highest utilization. This is 

continued until the first KWF norm is met. Once this is accomplished the same iterations are executed 

for the second KWF norm and the servers in that part of the process (i.e. the pre-operative 

appointments and the operation) until also the second KWF norm is met.  

This iteration is performed for both the scenario in which patients always use the reserved slots and for 

the scenario in which they can also get their diagnostics via the regular way.  

7.2.4 Model 

A Colored Petri Net model was built using CPN tools to simulate the care pathway for the redesigned 

model of Appendix Y under the assumptions and setup described in Appendix Z and Appendix AA. For 

each combination of slots and each scenario 56 replications of 22500 patients with a warm-up period of 

1200 patients were executed. The calculation of these parameters is provided in Appendix AB. The 

model’s technical correctness was verified using the State Space tool in CPN tools which indicated that 

the model is correct. The validation of the model, i.e. the determination whether the model depicts 

reality correctly, is provided in Appendix AC. The calculations in this appendix indicate that it is 

reasonable to assume that the model is valid. 

7.2.5 Simulation Results 

Table 6 shows the results of the simulation for the first scenario (i.e. the scenario in which patients 

always go through diagnostics via the reserved slots). Each row indicates a configuration; if the first KWF 

norm is not met, the server with the highest utilization in the part of the process to which KWF 1 applies 

is shaded in red and for that server a slot is added in the next configuration, one row down. After KWF 1 

is reached, the same iterations are applied for KWF 2.  

 
Table 6: Simulation results of scenario 1 

#slots u #slots u #slots u #slots u #slots u KWF 1 KWF 2

1 1 35,8% 2 71,7% 1 48,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 66,23% 25,35%

2 1 35,8% 3 47,8% 1 48,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 83,56% 21,84%

3 1 35,8% 3 47,8% 2 24,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 88,96% 21,42%

4 1 35,8% 4 35,8% 2 24,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 91,07% 21,19%

5 1 35,8% 4 35,8% 2 24,1% 2 71,7% 2 47,6% 91,02% 95,86%

Scenario 1

Nephrologist Diagnostics MRI Pre-op OR
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Table 6 shows that the first KWF norm is obtained with 1 slot for the nephrologist, 4 slots for diagnostics 

and 2 slots for the MRI. The table furthermore shows that the second KWF norm is obtained with a 

configuration of 2 pre-operative slots and 2 OR slots. The difference in KWF 1 performance between 

configuration 4 and 5 is caused by statistical variance because both value fall within the 90% confidence 

interval of both configurations. 

In addition to the slot configurations depicted in Table 6, it was also tested what the performance would 

be if four CT slots were available once every two weeks. On the one hand this makes the process more 

robust for variation since patients are batched, on the other, some patients will have to wait longer than 

two weeks between their colonoscopy and CT. Results indicate that using four slots every 2 weeks leads 

to a KWF 1 performance of 61.11% which is considerably lower than the 66,23% performance that is 

obtained when two slots are available every week. 

Table 7 shows the results for the second scenario (i.e. in which patients go through diagnostics and MRI 

via the regular way if there is no place available). The table shows that the first KWF norm is already met 

with the minimum number of slots which means a reduction of two CT slots and one MRI slot in 

comparison with scenario 1. The same number of pre-operative and OR slots is required.  

 
Table 7: Simulation results for scenario 2 

 

Table 8 shows the results for the third scenario in which 30% of all patients choose to go through 

diagnostics and MRI via the old process. The table shows that an additional nephrologist slot is required 

in comparison with scenario 1. Compared to scenario 2, many added slots are required.  

  
Table 8: Simulation results for scenario 3 

 

The simulation of the third scenario indicated that adding an extra nephrologist slot yields a relatively 

large performance increase slot (3%, from configuration 4 to 5) as compared to adding an extra 

diagnostics. Therefore, additional simulations were performed for scenario 1 and 3 in which always 2 

slots are reserved for the nephrologist. This is not done for scenario 2 because the configuration with 

the minimal number of slots already yields a KWF 1 performance of more than 90%. For scenario 1, 

Table 9 shows that the first KWF norm is met with one diagnostics slot less than the results of Table 6 

show. This means that the overall number of slots remains equal for scenario 1. The results for the third 

scenario are depicted in Table 10 which shows that the number of required slots for both diagnostics 

#slots u #slots u #slots u #slots u #slots u KWF 1 KWF 2

1 1 35,8% 2 71,7% 1 48,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 90,69% 21,60%

2 1 35,8% 2 71,7% 1 48,1% 2 71,7% 2 47,6% 90,66% 96,13%

Scenario 2

Nephrologist Diagnostics MRI Pre-op OR

#slots u #slots u #slots u #slots u #slots u KWF 1 KWF 2

1 1 35,8% 2 71,7% 1 48,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 87,36% 20,53%

2 1 35,8% 3 47,8% 1 48,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 88,10% 19,23%

3 1 35,8% 3 47,8% 2 24,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 88,58% 21,07%

4 1 35,8% 4 35,8% 2 24,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 88,83% 20,42%

5 2 17,9% 4 35,8% 2 24,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 91,84% 20,37%

6 2 17,9% 4 35,8% 2 24,1% 2 71,7% 2 47,6% 91,80% 94,50%

Scenario 3

Nephrologist Diagnostics MRI Pre-op OR
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and the MRI can be reduced by one in comparison with Table 8. The KWF 1 result for configuration 1 is 

depicted in orange because the 95% confidence interval of this score contained values below 90%. To 

conclude, if patients are allowed to choose for the ‘old’ pathway (scenario 3), in comparison with 

scenario 2 an additional slot is required for both the nephrologist and diagnostics. 

 
Table 9: Simulation results for scenario 1 (additional nephrologist) 

 

 
Table 10: Simulation results for scenario 3 (additional nephrologist) 

 

The effects of the three scenarios are compared using the Devil’s Quadrangle depicted in Figure 19. The 

effects of each scenario include both the effects predicted by the qualitative analysis (if the effect was 

not quantified) and those found in the quantitative analysis; the blue diamond is the current situation. 

As slots were added until the KWF norms were met, All scenarios approximately equally reduce lead 

time. Also, because it is assumed that all slots that have to be released can be filled with other (non-CRC) 

patients and that this does not lead to additional costs, there is no difference in costs between the 

scenarios. The main differences between the scenarios are therefore related to flexibility and quality.  

The quantitative analysis shows that, for all scenarios, quality is increased somewhat less than was 

indicated during the qualitative analysis. Regarding scenario 1, this is caused by the fact that a lot of (re-) 

planning is needed because slots are released 

regularly since utilization levels are low. In scenario 2, 

all diagnostics should be planned on the day of the CT 

if the patient goes through the regular pathway which 

might require a lot of effort by the planner, also 

decreasing internal quality. For scenario 3, external 

quality increases because patients can choose which 

pathway to follow; however, internal quality is 

somewhat lower for scenario 3 in comparison with 

scenario 2 because more slots have to be released. 

Since the model already includes a case manager who 

is responsible for all planning activities, planning 

problems will not lead to additional costs (in 

comparison with the qualitative analysis results). 

Regarding flexibility, scenario 1 yields a larger 

reduction than scenario 3 which yields a higher 

#slots u #slots u #slots u #slots u #slots u KWF 1 KWF 2

1 2 17,9% 2 71,7% 1 48,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 66,89% 23,83%

2 2 17,9% 3 47,8% 1 48,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 85,79% 36,67%

3 2 17,9% 3 47,8% 2 24,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 91,49% 20,49%

4 2 17,9% 3 47,8% 2 24,1% 2 71,7% 2 47,6% 91,50% 96,62%

Scenario 1: additional nephrologist

Nephrologist Diagnostics MRI Pre-op OR

#slots u #slots u #slots u #slots u #slots u KWF 1 KWF 2

1 2 17,9% 2 71,7% 1 48,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 90,03% 19,71%

2 2 17,9% 3 47,8% 1 48,1% 2 71,7% 1 95,2% 91,01% 20,13%

3 2 17,9% 3 47,8% 1 48,1% 2 71,7% 2 47,6% 91,00% 94,91%

Scenario 3: additional nephrologist

Nephrologist Diagnostics MRI Pre-op OR

Figure 19: Results of qualitative + quantitative 

analysis 
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reduction than scenario 2 caused by the amount of slots that are reserved. To conclude, Figure 19 shows 

that Scenario 1 leads to a larger reduction of flexibility and a smaller increase of quality in comparison 

with the other scenarios. Therefore, either scenario 2 (with the highest level of flexibility) or scenario 3 

(with the highest level of quality) should be implemented.  

According to the developments described in Section 1.1, an increase of patients’ arrival of 10% in the 

near future is not an unrealistic prediction. To test the sensitivity for additional patients of this model, 

four simulations were executed using scenario 2 and 3 in which an additional 5 or 10 percent of patients 

was added. This yielded the results shown in Table 11. 

   
Table 11: Simulation results for sensitivity analysis 

  

Table 11 shows that if 10% more patients arrive, an additional slot is required for the second scenario to 

meet the first KWF norm; the third scenario is considerably less sensitive to an increase of patients with 

regard to the first norm. Regarding the second KWF norm, scenario 2 is less sensitive.  

Additionally, the estimation of the amount of patients that visits the nephrologist is rather rough and 

also a worst case estimate; i.e. according to the specialists it is at worst 25%. This means that there is a 

possibility that the amount is considerably lower; to test the sensitivity for this, scenario 2 with 10% 

additional patients was simulated with only 20% of all patients visiting the nephrologist. This resulted in 

a performance of 92,2% regarding the first KWF norm and of 91,03% regarding the second norm. This 

means that the results are rather sensitive to the amount of patients that visits the nephrologist. 

Therefore the criteria for kidney problems (indicated by a certain lab value of the blood) should be set as 

strict as possible, keeping the amount of patients that visits the nephrologist to a minimum. 

The results of the analysis show slot configurations with which a sufficient lead time performance is 

obtained for the patients within the scope. However, there also exists a group of more difficult patients 

that require more time during diagnosis. Since the amount of patients for which this holds is not known 

and because the fact that they require more time to be diagnosed, it was decided during the final 

presentation that for this design it is sufficient that all patients within the scope meet the KWF norms. 

An additional quantitative measure that can be obtained without simulation is the number of hospital 

visits including the colonoscopy and the operation. In scenario 2 the patient visits the hospital 6 or 7 

times, depending on whether he/she gets the PA results on the day of diagnostics; on average the 

number of visits is therefore 6,8. This is a substantial decrease compared to the current average of 10 

visits. In scenario 3 the patients might visit the hospital more often because diagnostics do not take 

place on one single day for patients that choose the old pathway. 

7.3 Conclusion 

To conclude, the quantitative analysis confirms the results that were expected in the qualitative analysis. 

The design of Appendix Y, created using the two benchmarks and four redesign best practices meets 

both KWF norms under both scenario 2 or 3. Which of these scenarios is best depends on whether the 

hospital prefers flexibility or quality. More considerations might also play a role here, these are 

explained in the next chapter which describes the implementation. 

Additional % patients 5% 10% 5% 10%

Scenario 2, configuration 2 90,29% 89,79% 93,93% 90,66%

Scenario 3, configuration 3 90,97% 90,86% 92,16% 88,53%

KWF 1 KWF 2
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8 Implementation 
In this section the implementation of the design of Appendix Y at Elkerliek hospital is described. First, a 

number of practical issues is provided regarding the design. This leads to a final design which is 

evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively. Finally, a plan to implement the design is provided. 

8.1 Practical Issues at Elkerliek Hospital 

The design described in the previous chapter was presented during an evaluative meeting at which all 

relevant stakeholders were present. During this meeting, a number of issues were indicated which 

impede the implementation of the model. First, the nephrologist can only be visited on Tuesdays; the 

specialists do not want to change this agreement. Furthermore, the original division of CC and RC 

patients over two MDOs on Tuesday and Wednesday also should not be changed. This means that all 

diagnostic activities should take place on Monday instead of Tuesday. Additionally, CCVs currently do 

not work on Friday and therefore the second CCV visit should take place on Monday, causing that the 

operation should take place on Wednesday. However, surgeons indicated that two OR slots should not 

be reserved on the same day. Therefore, the OR slots should be spread over Wednesday and Thursday.  

Furthermore, anesthesiologists want the results of the MDO before they see a patient; therefore the 

visit to the anesthesiologist should take place at the pre-operative appointments. Also, the visit to the 

CCV after the result of the pathologist is given is not necessary according to the CCVs at Elkerliek; they 

stated that the case manager should see the patient at that moment to provide him with information. 

Finally, radiologists indicated that they do not wish to reserve slots for the CT-scan and MRI; they stated 

that they can guarantee that every patient is always served before the second Tuesday after the 

colonoscopy. This means that, assuming that all other appointments can take place within the same 

time frame, nearly every patient will meet the first KWF norm. Only RC patients with kidney problems 

that get a colonoscopy on Tuesday will then not meet the norm since they have to wait a week to go to 

the nephrologist on the next Tuesday after which they have to wait more than a week until the next 

Wednesday for the MDO. However, the specialists at the evaluative meeting stated that for these 

patients it is possible to visit the nephrologist before the second MDO (i.e. the second Wednesday after 

the colonoscopy, in this case after six working days). If the management would agree with radiology not 

reserving any slots, Service Level Arrangements (SLAs) about the actual percentage of patients served 

before the second MDO should be created along with clauses that state the consequences if the service 

level is obtained or not. Furthermore, the case manager should make sure that all diagnostic 

appointments take place on the day of CT-scan, keeping the number of hospital visits to a minimum. 

8.2 Final Design 

The implementation issues described in the previous section are implemented in a final design which is 

depicted in Appendix AD. This design is now compared to the design that was presented earlier. 

Assuming that an SLA is created which states that 90% of all patients gets all required activities (i.e. CT-

abdomen, X-thorax, MRI, rectal touch, visit nephrologist and visit dietician) before the second MDO 

indicates that the first KWF norm is met. What is interesting to determine now, is what the performance 

of the second part of the process would be under the assumption that 90% of the patients is diagnosed 

at the second MDO. For this purpose, the CPN model is adapted in such a way that this assumption 

holds and that 10% of all patients is discussed at the third MDO, indicating that 10% does not meet the 

first KWF norm. Also, the days at which activities take place are adjusted to the values described in 

Appendix AD (e.g. MDO on Tuesday and one operation slot on Wednesday and one on Thursday). 

Furthermore, rectum carcinoma patients are discussed on the MDO on Wednesday.  
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The results of this simulation are provided in Table 12 which shows that both with a diagnostics service 

level of 90% and 95%, an additional slot (compared to both scenario 2 and 3) is required for the pre-

operative appointments to meet KWF norm 2. The fact that KWF norm 2 is no longer met by this design 

in the original configuration is caused by the additional delays in the pre-operative process (e.g. the fact 

that operations take place on Tuesday and Wednesday) and by a different arrival pattern from the MDO. 

Compared to the design of Appendix Y, this final design leads to the same level of external quality since 

the number of visits remains the same and medical outcomes are not affected. Internal quality is 

increased for the radiology planning staff but decreased for the case manager since the former has to 

deal with fewer planning adjustments and the latter gets more planning difficulties. Flexibility increases 

a bit because no slots are reserved for diagnostics and decreases somewhat because an additional pre-

operative slot is required. Internal quality increases somewhat because fewer slots are released, but 

also decreases because all diagnostics activities must be planned on the day of the CT. To conclude, the 

performance of the final design is comparable to that of Appendix Y; under the assumption that the SLA 

is met by Radiology and that all diagnostic activities take place on the day of the CT. This assumption 

might not hold, however, as is discussed in the Chapter 9. 

 
Table 12: Final Design: Simulation Results 

8.3 Implementation Plan 

To guarantee that changes are implemented successfully, an implementation plan is needed to put the 

process design into operation. Van der Geer et al. (2010) describe a number of aspects that are involved 

with successful treatment of patients. These aspects are: trained nurses, standardized treatment, 

guidelines and information technology; additionally, these aspects should be constantly monitored and 

evaluated. Taking these considerations into account, a number of requirements is defined: 

- The involved personnel knows about the new design and supports it. 

- Responsibility is clearly defined throughout the process; as Vissers (2006) states this is necessary to 

manage the process as a whole, crossing functional organizational borders. During the final meeting 

of this project it was decided that the gastroenterologist that finds the tumor is responsible for the 

patient until the MDO. At the MDO he/she transfers the responsibility to one of the surgeons. 

- All staff members that have been assigned with responsibility over (part of) the process, know all 

the details of the new design. 

- Follow up is guaranteed in terms of evaluation. This is supported by making a clear overview of the 

steps that were taken to analyze the process, so this can be replicated. Support from IT to quickly 

obtain the data for such an analysis is also required. 

The first aspect is supported by the fact that specialists from each relevant specialty were involved 

during the process analysis and design. At the final meeting during which the new design was discussed, 

attendants stated that they are committed to the design and that they would convince their colleagues.  

Service Level #slots u #slots u KWF 1 KWF 2

1 90% 2 71,7% 2 47,6% 92,00% 86,08%

2 90% 3 47,8% 2 47,6% 92,00% 95,99%

3 95% 3 47,8% 2 47,6% 96,00% 96,00%

Pre-op OR

Final Design
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For this implementation to be successful, the first step is the creation of a clear summary of the analysis 

results and the new design. This can quickly convince all the staff members that were not involved in the 

project that change is needed and that the new design is a good one. Furthermore, this summary serves 

as a guideline for the process execution. 

The new design contains a case manager that controls the process and serves as a contact person for 

patients. The exact qualifications that such a case manager should have must be determined first. 

According to Wullf et al. (2008, p.2), “the case manager, most often a nurse, is exclusively committed to 

assist patients navigate the increasingly specialized and fragmented health care system. Seamless 

information, communication, coordination, patient involvement and shared decision-making ensure that 

the patient experiences a coherent and individually tailored care pathway within the existing framework 

of the health care system. Delivery of the right health care resources at the right time is essential”. This 

description indicates that a case manager should be more than a logistical planner, he/she should also 

have sufficient medical knowledge to support patients and to ensure a good pathway. Furthermore, the 

case manager should have a role that goes beyond the process scope used in this report; after the 

operation patients go into a long trajectory of follow-up treatments, the case manager should also have 

a large role there. Obviously, a case manager costs money; a business case should therefore be made to 

assess the number of required weekly hours required for this function. Also possibilities for the 

admission of RC patients when they get both a CT-scan and an MRI on one day should be examined. 

Such an admission can be claimed at health care insurers and yields 350 euro per patient; this means 

that if all RC patients can be admitted, an additional 8000 euro is earned. This money can then be used 

to partially finance the case manager. When the full description of the job of case manager is created 

and the financing is arranged, a person should be trained to become case manager. 

After a summary is made and a case manager is trained, each specialist that was involved in the project 

should make sure that slots are planned according to the process design and a new meeting should be 

planned as a kick off for the implementation of the new design. This kick off meeting serves as an 

opportunity to discuss any last problems and to notify everyone that the new design is implemented. 

Approximately two months after the kick off, a first evaluative meeting should be held at which 

problems can be discussed that are encountered. Additionally, after about a year a quantitative 

evaluation should be executed to test the performance and the process conformance of patients. An 

example timeline for the implementation steps described above is given in Table 13. 

 
Table 13: implementation timeline 

 

One additional remark that needs to be made here is the fact that the MDO on Tuesday needs to be 

formalized. Currently appointments are sometimes written down on post-its and made agreements are 

rarely discussed at the week after they were made. Therefore a formal structure must be defined that 

addresses these issues.  

Implementation step Deadline

Create summary of analysis and design At the end of the design project

Inform all the involved personnel Two weeks after the summary is available

Define requirements for case manager 

and arrange financing of case manager

Four weeks after the summary is available

Assign and train case manager 3 months after the summary is available

Kick off meeting One week after the case manager is assigned and trained

First evaluative meeting Two months after kick-off

Quantitative evaluation One year after kick off
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9 Reflection 
In this section, first it is discussed whether, based on the case study, the methodology meets all the 

criteria that were defined in Section 3.1 and whether this is the case for the case study only, or whether 

more general statements can be made. Secondly, the effect of each element in the methodology as well 

as of the combination of these elements is discussed, supported by a quantitative evaluation of the 

added value of the best practices. Third, a reflection is provided on the implementation issues described 

in the previous chapter which is followed by the final methodology design . 

9.1 Methodology Criteria 

The following criteria were created; the methodology should: 

1. Yield considerable performance improvements (the actual value of the methodology).  

2. Lead to valid results, i.e. results related to the performance aspects that are included in the 

original goals of the redesign project (construct validity) 

3. Yield results that are understandable for medical specialists and managers.  

4. Include expertise of the involved medical specialists and managers.  

5. Yield results that are supported by medical specialists and managers.  

6. Should yield reliable results (reliability) 

7. Can be applied in other hospitals and/or for other care pathways in the same way without major 

modifications; i.e. modifications that are not already made possible by the methodology 

(general applicability) 

8. Should require input data that can be expected to be found in a hospital, i.e. data that is 

expected to be available (and accessible to external consultants) in almost every hospital 

(general applicability and practical usefulness) 

9. Should yield results within limited time (practical usefulness) 

The operational goal for the case study in Section 5.2.1.3 states that a description of the current 

pathway and its performance had to be created and that a redesign was needed that decreases the lead 

time to meet the KWF norms while maintaining an acceptable level of quality, costs and flexibility. The 

first two criteria therefore require that this goal met. 

The methodology first yielded a thorough description of the current process and its performance; 

furthermore, it yielded a new design that meets the two KWF norms while increasing quality and 

keeping costs approximately equal. Flexibility is decreased to some extent but this decrease is not too 

large since slots can be released a number of days in advance (up to four days for e.g. the visit to the 

surgeon). However, radiology found that their flexibility is harmed too much by the use of slots. This 

means that the methodology initially did not yield an acceptable design; nevertheless, after the final 

validation, a design was created that does satisfy the flexibility needs of the stakeholders. To conclude, 

the methodology yielded a design that achieves the operational goal and satisfies the first two criteria. 

Furthermore, the case study showed that improved performance regarding costs and quality are also 

possible which is an indication that the methodology can also be used to obtain other goals. However, if 

more qualitative goals are set, e.g. relating to flexibility, it may be harder to obtain valid results using the 

methodology since such goals are hard to quantify, making it difficult to analyze the performance and 

design an improved process. The third criterion was also met, during every validation session all results 

from the project could easily be communicated and, because of the multi-disciplinary set of attendants 

during meetings, it is concluded that this does not only hold for this specific case study alone. Regarding 

the fourth criterion, the methodology clearly involves expertise from specialists and managers at the 
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hospital. As the consultant executing the project is not a medical specialist, the involvement of 

stakeholders is a necessity. The extensive number of validation sessions made sure that involvement 

was guaranteed. Also, the case study complied with the fifth criterion; this is supported by the amount 

of validation sessions and the involvement of several stakeholders early in the project.  

Achieving the sixth criterion (reliability) is more difficult because of the generic nature of the 

methodology. Since the user is allowed to select some of the views in MagnaView and the benchmarks 

himself, it is possible that a replication of the project would go another way. However, the evaluation 

using the best practices ensures that a wide range of alternatives is considered and the extensive 

number of validations ensures that each stakeholder is allowed to provide input. Therefore large 

differences in performance outcomes of the final redesign will not occur. 

The seventh and eighth criterion refer to the applicability of the methodology to other hospitals and to 

other care pathways. If the case study can be generalized to other hospitals and care pathways, the 

seventh criterion is met; therefore, an assessment of the generalizability of the case study is provided 

below. 

The generalizability is first assessed with regard to the amount and reliability of available data at 

Elkerliek hospital. This is therefore an elaboration of the extent to which the same study could 

successfully be done in other hospitals. In the case study full access was granted to data from two main 

databases: the DBC registration and the electronic patient record. During the analysis some 

inconsistencies were found between these two databases. These inconsistencies could be checked using 

among other things operation and colonoscopy reports. If the consultant that executes the analyses 

does not have full access, inconsistencies cannot be resolved. Data inconsistencies can be expected in 

many other healthcare situations because many people are involved with one patient and the way staff 

handles often does not comply with protocols, as was the case in the Elkerliek CC case study. Having two 

databases to check for inconsistencies is therefore very valuable as is the additional access to reports to 

resolve these inconsistencies. Privacy, however, is always an issue and having access to patient’s medical 

records probably is not common for these kinds of projects. On the other hand, anonymized data can be 

extracted from the DBC registration and electronic patient record, allowing the identification of 

inconsistencies. The resolution of these inconsistencies could then be done by interviewing specialists if 

the relevant specialists are available. To conclude, the reliability of the data at the Elkerliek case study 

probably is representative for other case studies as is the availability of options to find inconsistencies. 

The options to resolve these inconsistencies, however, might be considerably worse in other settings. 

A second aspect that influences the generalizability of the case study is the extent to which the CC case 

contained specific characteristics that might be different in other case studies, and whether these 

differences are relevant for the applicability of the methodology. This aspect is therefore related to the 

extent to which the same study could successfully be done for other care pathways. A first characteristic 

of the CC pathway is the fact that it involves multiple disciplines which makes it highly complex. 

According to both the manager at the Elkerliek and the staff member that is responsible for the 

development of clinical pathways, the CC pathway is one on the most complex and multi-disciplinary 

care pathways in the hospital. The fact that the methodology was successfully applied in such a complex 

context indicates that it should also be applicable in more simple contexts that involve fewer disciplines 

and process steps. A problem encountered during the case study is the fact that the current design was 

not applied in practice, making it more a design project than a redesign project. This causes the fact that 

performance increases are rather large. Whether the methodology would be equally successful when 

applied in a more process mature setting is not certain. The use of best practices in mature situations is 
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proven already, however, as explained in Section 2.4; this means that the use of best practices is 

applicable to other settings as well.  

A final aspect that influences the generalizability of the case study is the availability of benchmarks. 

According to both the staff member responsible for care pathways and the manager at Elkerliek, 

benchmarks are available for other pathways as well. The manager for instance recalled the 

development of the care pathway for breast cancer for which several benchmarks were used. They also 

stated, however, that ‘knowing the right people’ is essential to getting relevant information regarding 

benchmarks; this might therefore constitute a problem in some cases. 

The ninth criterion refers to the amount of time needed to apply the methodology. Implementing it in a 

case study took approximately 5 months which is, according to the manager at Elkerliek, too much for 

projects in the hospital. However, these 5 months included the development of the methodology which 

means that the actual execution time of new projects will be considerably lower. A crucial element in 

this is the availability of data; getting the right data and pre-processing it took almost two months in this 

project. Therefore, if more projects are executed, clear agreements with ICT should be made regarding 

the format of the data, keeping the data gathering and processing time to a minimum. 

To conclude, it is found that the methodology meets every criterion to some extent and that clear 

indications exist for the generalizability.  

9.2 Added Value 

In the next sections the added value of the elements in the methodology is discussed (the analysis, 

benchmarks and the best practices) and that of the methodology (i.e. the combination) itself. 

9.2.1 Added Value of Analysis 

The analysis of the current process and its performance provides two main contributions: it creates 

input for the design and it assists in getting commitment of stakeholders and convincing them of the 

need for change. The input for the design mainly consists of the identification of required activities and 

the finding of low process conformance which leads to a need for additional control. The second 

contribution of the analysis is very important to get sufficient input for the design from the stakeholders 

and to get them committed for the implementation. Only proving that the lead time performance is not 

good enough would not have created the same results. 

9.2.2 Added Value of Benchmarks 

All improvements suggested by the benchmarks could also have been created using best practices (e.g. 

re-sequencing, case manager). However, the exact implementation of these best practices would have 

been very difficult for an outside consultant since he/she lacks medical knowledge. An example of this is 

the question whether certain activities can take place on the same day. The fact that such configurations 

have already been proven in a different setting speeds up the creation of new designs. 

A drawback of the use of benchmarks is the fact that they may lead to tunnel vision, i.e. the fact that 

some aspects of the benchmark constrain the number of redesign options. This can be partially 

countered by including at least two benchmarks that are not equal to each other. Also, the applicability 

of a benchmark should be judged by specialists and managers involved in the process. 

9.2.3 Added Value of Redesign Best Practices 

The methodology includes the use of best practices to improve the benchmark models. The impact of 

these best practices on top of the benchmark model was already evaluated qualitatively in Section 7.1.5. 
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To evaluate the added value quantitatively, the benchmark model (before best practices) of Appendix W 

is simulated under scenario 2. Again, the same iterations were executed to attempt to meet both the 

norms. The results of this simulation are depicted in Table 14; the table shows that under the same 

settings with which the model of Section 7.2 reached both KWF norms, the benchmark model does not 

meet the first KWF norm. Even after adding 2 diagnostics slot, 1 MRI slot and a nephrologist slot the first 

KWF norm is still not reached. 

 
Table 14: Benchmark model: simulation results 

 

Table 14 and the analysis in Section 7.1.5 therefore clearly indicate that the best practices add value and 

cause that a better performance can be obtained with fewer slot reservations. 

Netjes et al. (2009) found that it is possible to extend the original list of best practices (Reijers and 

Limam Mansar, 2005) using the lessons learned from healthcare projects. Netjes et al. also state that 

these best practices should be connected to one of the aspects identified in the redesign framework of 

Reijers and Limam Mansar (see Appendix H). The application of best practices in this project showed 

that three candidate best practices can be defined; these are named day treatment, slot reservation and 

overflow and are all related to the behavior component of the redesign framework because they 

describe the way tasks are sequenced and scheduled.  

- Day treatment is defined as: ‘Combine as many activities as possible on one day’. This best practice 

is typically applicable in healthcare settings because these regularly include multiple visits and 

examinations that do not take place directly after each other. Therefore, in healthcare processes 

regularly a lot of unnecessary hospital visits take place. This best practice improves the quality 

(patient satisfaction) and might improve the lead time (since it includes tuning the planning of the 

activities to each other). Flexibility is reduced since it decreases the planning options. 

- Slot reservation is defined as: ’make slot reservations for the execution of a fixed set of activities on 

a fixed time and day of the week for one patient per slot’. This best practice is especially applicable 

in healthcare because, just as for CC, patient categories exist which cannot wait and for which 

resources must be available every week. The best practice decreases lead time and increases 

external quality (because the fixed slots form an additional control for process conformance); 

flexibility is also decreased somewhat and internal quality might also be reduced. Costs are not 

affected if the slots can be released and re-planned easily. 

- Overflow is defined as: ‘if slots reservations are used, allow patients to go through the process via 

the regular pathway if either all slots are full or if patients prefer the regular pathway. The regular 

pathway is defined as the process without the slot reservations; this can either be the original 

pathway or a pathway for which the day treatment best practice is applied. This best practice leads 

to increased quality (both external, as patients get more freedom of choice, and internal, as fewer 

Pre-op

#slots u #slots u #slots u #slots u #slots u KWF 1 KWF 2

1 1 35,8% 2 71,7% 1 48,1% 2 71,7% 2 47,6% 80,16% 95,43%

2 1 35,8% 3 47,8% 1 48,1% 2 71,7% 2 47,6% 80,71% 95,62%

3 1 35,8% 3 47,8% 2 24,1% 2 71,7% 2 47,6% 80,97% 95,30%

4 1 35,8% 4 35,8% 2 24,1% 3 47,8% 3 31,7% 81,16% 95,10%

5 2 17,9% 4 35,8% 2 24,1% 4 35,8% 4 23,8% 83,62% 94,54%

Nephrologist Diagnostics MRI OR

Benchmark Model
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slots have to be released). Furthermore, lead time is decreased and flexibility is increased. Cost is 

not affected assuming that releasing slots does not cost anything. 

9.2.4 Added Value of the Methodology 

Now that the added value of each elements of the methodology has been established, it is interesting to 

determine whether the methodology itself, i.e. the combination of all elements as described in Chapter 

4, provides added value. Each step of the methodology provides input for the next; without the analysis 

the selection of benchmarks might have yielded irrelevant processes (i.e. aimed at other redesign goals) 

and the redesign might have focused on the wrong elements. The use of benchmarks speeds up the use 

of best practices and enables the application 

of best practices to be executed by an outside 

consultant and the best practices make sure 

that no possible redesign options are 

overlooked and provide a good basis for the 

quantitative analysis.  

To provide an overview of the effect of the 

benchmarks and the best practices, the 

performance of the models created using the 

benchmarks and both the benchmarks and 

best practices is compared to the initial 

performance. This comparison is depicted in 

Figure 20 and shows that the largest part of 

the performance increase is caused by the 

application of the benchmarks. It also shows 

that the best practices yielded a substantial 

improvement regarding quality, time and 

flexibility. 

To conclude, the integration of all tools in the methodology provided considerably better results than 

would have been obtained if some elements were omitted. Furthermore, the methodology provides the 

tools to analyze the impact of redesign options both qualitatively and quantitatively. As Section 7.2 

indicated, the quantitative analysis provided extra insights regarding the performance (among other 

things the fact that quality is increased less than was reasoned in the qualitative analysis). On the other 

hand, some performance impacts could not be determined quantitatively, thereby indicating the need 

for a qualitative analysis. Therefore, all elements in the methodology provided a substantial contribution 

to the final design and the integration of all elements makes sure that all redesign options are 

considered and that this is done in an efficient (using benchmarks as a basis) and effective (using a 

thorough analysis and a large number of validation sessions) way. Furthermore, the fact that an external 

(student) consultant performed the analysis made sure that the initial redesign was not restricted by 

changeable agreements in the hospital (e.g. that CCVs do not work on Fridays) and therefore provided a 

solution that might not have been created by if someone from the hospital executed the project. 

9.3 Implementation Issues 

The methodology yielded a process design for which some adaptations were required by Elkerliek 

hospital. The analysis in Chapter 8 showed that, under a number of assumptions regarding the service 

level provided by radiology, the performance of the adapted model complies with both KWF norms if 

one slot is added for the pre-operative appointments cluster. This means that although the adaptations 

Quality

Time

Flexibility

Cost

Benchmarks + 

best practices

Benchmarks 

model

Figure 20: Comparison of benchmark model, model after 

the application of best practices, and initial model 
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have some organizational consequences, the influence on the performance only would be marginal. 

Requirement here is, however, that the case manager still manages to plan all diagnostics on 1 day, 

keeping the number of hospital visits to a minimum. 

This requirement is not likely to be met, however, because similar agreements existed in the original 

situation and the analysis (see Section 6.3.4.3) showed that activities regularly do not take place on the 

same day. Also, in the current situation, radiology already tries to plan the CT before the second MDO; 

the data regarding the current waiting time for the CT show, however, that this goal is only met in 80% 

of the cases which means that a strong performance increase is required to meet the SLA requirements. 

To conclude, because radiology staff do not want to make slot reservations, an additional pre-operative 

slot is required, the case manager must work very hard to plan all diagnostic appointments on the day of 

the CT which probably does not always succeeds thereby increasing the number of hospital visits 

somewhat, and there is less guarantee that the first KWF norm is met because the required lead time 

service level was not realistic in the past. 

Furthermore, current agreements about the MDOs and the working days for the nephrologists and CCVs 

should be reconsidered since changing them as suggested by the design of Appendix Y is a minor 

adjustment of the process that leads to considerable lead time reductions. 

Therefore, if Elkerliek hospital wants to meet the KWF norms with the least number of hospital visits, 

radiology should be convinced that slots have to be reserved and agreements regarding working days 

should be reconsidered. 

9.4 Final Methodology 

The case study indicates that the methodology requires some adjustments; the final process design did 

not meet all requirements of the hospital and additional steps were required. These steps are the 

tailoring of the theoretical redesign to the practical situation and the evaluation of the tailored designs.  

This tailoring should be kept separate from the initial redesign because it includes adaptations to the 

design that are not necessary. With regard to the case study, for instance the fact that CCVs do not work 

on Fridays is not a fixed constraint on the process. If this was already taken into account for the initial 

redesign, it might have been possible that an opportunity for substantial improvement was not included. 

The initial redesign should therefore only include constraints that cannot be changed. With the insights 

provided by the evaluation of such an ‘optimal’ redesign, stakeholders can decide whether loosening 

their constraints yields sufficient performance improvement and should therefore be done. 

An overview of the final methodology design is provided in Appendix AE and a full overview of the 

details and instructions regarding each of the methodology steps is depicted in Appendix AF. This 

overview also contains the criteria that have to be taken into account when KPIs are identified as well as 

the requirements that should be included in the implementation plan. Furthermore an overview of the 

views in MagnaView that each project should use is given as well as a list of other possible views, both 

based on Appendix M.  
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10 Conclusions and recommendations 
This report contains the design and successful implementation of a methodology for the analysis and 

redesign of healthcare processes. The methodology combines Visual Analytics, Process Mining, process 

benchmarks and BPR best practices which is a combination that was not found in the literature yet. 

A strength of the methodology is the fact that on the one hand it is rather complete, being built up with 

general tools that have been validated for their individual purpose (e.g. PM and VA for the analysis 

phase, best practices for the redesigns) but on the other hand is generic since it allows the user to 

create its own set of specific views and redesigns.  

Furthermore, on the one hand the high number of validations ensures that whatever is done or found 

resembles the actual situation. On the other hand the creation of initial analyses and theoretically best 

redesigns before subjecting them to stakeholders’ opinions ensures that the results are not influenced 

by prejudices.  

A weakness of the methodology is the fact that the analysis requires a lot of time and effort as does the 

quantitative evaluation of the redesigns. Another weakness is the fact that the use of benchmarks might 

lead to ‘tunnel vision’, which can be partially countered by always applying at least two substantially 

different benchmark models. This means, however, that these benchmarks must be available; 

stakeholders indicated that benchmarks are likely to be found for other pathways than CC as well but 

that it might be difficult to get all the required information. If only one benchmark can be found, tunnel 

vision can be countered by evaluating the entire list of best practices for the process, initially not taking 

the benchmark into account. This is different than the application of the best practices as suggested by 

the methodology since that uses the benchmark model as a basis whereas now initially only the current 

process, as found during the analysis, is used. Further research should indicate whether the tunnel 

vision effect occurs; a possibility to research this is by letting two people apply the methodology on a 

case independently of each other, giving one of them a benchmark model (that does not provide 

optimal results, so best practices must be applied correctly) and the other not. 

As discussed in the reflection, reliability of the methodology might be a problem because of some of the 

free choices. However, it was also stated that the use of best practices and multiple validations will 

ensure reliability to some extent. To test the reliability of the methodology two different people should 

apply it to the same care pathway in the same hospital with two different sets of stakeholders (however 

from the same set of specialties) after which the results of these two people are compared.  

10.1 Case study: implications and limitations 

The case study was a proof of concept of the methodology; i.e. it indicates that it is possible to 

successfully apply it. Furthermore, an analysis of aspects such as the availability of data, availability of 

benchmarks and the complexity of the process under consideration suggests that the methodology is 

generalizable both to other care pathways and to other hospitals. A limitation of the study is, however, 

that it contains only one case. To validate the generalizability, therefore at least two more case studies 

are required, one to test the application within the same hospital to a different care pathway and on to 

test the application in a different hospital for the same pathway.  

Another limitation of the case study is the fact that the case contained a very poorly structured process 

for which a large performance increase was possible. The impact of the methodology might therefore be 

overestimated by the case study and it is not certain whether substantial results can also be obtained 

for more mature processes. Additional case studies should test whether this is the case. 
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Two assumptions might limit the results of the quantitative analysis and therefore of the evaluation of 

the case study. First, the fact that it is assumed that released slots can always be filled by other (non-CRC) 

patients without additional costs might in practice be too positive. Secondly, it is assumed that the case 

manager can plan all diagnostic activities on the day of the CT if patients go through diagnostics via the 

regular pathway. It is possible that this is not the case in practice, leading to more hospital visits and 

increased lead time (if some activities take place after the CT) in comparison with the results of the 

quantitative analysis. Whether these assumptions hold should be evaluated after the implementation of 

the design and implications of this evaluation should be used to possibly change the implemented 

scenario. If costs do occur, for instance, scenario 2 should be chosen since this includes fewer slots but if 

the case manager appears to be unable to plan all diagnostics activities on the day of the CT, a 

configuration with more slots should be chosen. 

With regard to the operational results within the case study, it was found that restrictions on the 

process design that can be changed (but are not changed) might lead to uncertain, sub-optimal or 

underperformance. Considerable proof is provided that the design created in Chapter 7 meets both KWF 

norms; the final design after the application of some of the additional constraints imposed by the 

Elkerliek staff only provided proof that the norms are met under a number of less probable assumptions. 

This means that loosening the constraints not only leads to improved performance (as found in Chapter 

8) but also provides a better guarantee that the norms will actually be met. Therefore it is 

recommended to the Elkerliek hospital management that, if they want to meet the KWF norms with the 

least number of hospital visits, radiology should be convinced that slots have to be reserved and 

agreements regarding working days should be reconsidered. This means that if the management really 

wants to improve the process substantially, they must overrule some of the constraints stated by the 

involved specialists and staff. If the management decides not to do so, an evaluation of the new process 

design should take place shortly (e.g. 6 months) after its implementation. This evaluation should test 

whether SLAs are met and whether diagnostic appointments do take place on the same day; the 

evaluation results should then lead to adaptations to the process if necessary.  

10.2 Overall Conclusion 

The initial goal of this project was to design a methodology to analyze and redesign healthcare 

processes to improve their performance. This goal has been achieved and strong indications exist that 

the methodology is applicable to a wide range of care processes. Additional research in other hospitals 

and for other care pathways is necessary, however, to determine the generalizability of the 

methodology and to validate its impact. Furthermore, the Elkerliek hospital is advised to seriously 

reconsider the restrictions on the process that might be changeable and to evaluate the effects of these 

restrictions quickly after the implementation of the design. 

This report contributes to general knowledge in a number of ways. First, it is shown that the method by 

Riemers, benchmarks and best practices can successfully be combined to create an effective and 

efficient methodology. Secondly, the impact of each of the elements of the methodology is made 

transparent and it is shown that they are all necessary in the methodology. Third, clear indications were 

found that the methodology can also be applied in other hospitals and/or for other processes; since no 

such methodology exists yet, the methodology itself is a substantial addition to science. Fourth, possible 

new best practices were defined which are expected to be applicable in many other healthcare settings. 

To test whether this is the case, a literature review to find previous projects in which the best practices 

were applied implicitly should be conducted. 
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Appendix A 

Short Description of Colon Carcinoma 

A visualization of the colon is provided in Figure 21; as can be seen the colon exists of four major parts: 

the colon ascendens, the transversum, the colon descendens and the sigmoid. Depending on the 

position of the cancer, the entire colon (colectomy) or only a part of the colon is removed (hemi-

colectomy). Because the colon gets its blood supply from a low number of major arteries always a large 

part (e.g. the entire colon ascendens) has to be removed; removing only a small part of the colon would 

often mean cutting off the blood supply for the rest of the colon which cannot be done. In addition, the 

cancer cells are not always visible which makes it hard to determine how far they have reached through 

the colon; therefore the surgeon always cuts out a larger part than seems to be needed in order to make 

sure that all cancer cells are removed. A second operation is very risky for the patient and increases the 

probability that he/she will decease.    

 
Figure 21: Anatomy of the colon (taken from: http://www.nitisurgical.com/colon_cancer_pictures.htm)  

 

Colon cancer is qualified along the so called TNM categorization which is used to predict the chances of 

survival for the patient. The T stands for the stage of the tumor, the N stands for the number of lymph 

nodes affected by the cancer and the M stands for metastases. 

T 

The stages of a colon tumor are depicted in Figure 22. Stage 1 means that the cancer is only present in 

the mucosa, stage 2 means that the cancer has penetrated the muscle layer, stage 3 means that the 

cancer has gone through the muscle layers but is still only present in one part of the colon and stage 4 

indicates that the cancer has grown to other intestines or organs. 

N 

If N is 0 then no lymph nodes in the sample of the pathologist have been infected, if N is 1 then five 

lymph nodes have been infected and if N is 2 then more than 5 nodes are infected. 

 

M 

The M can be either 1 or 2 in which 2 means no metastases and 1 means that there are metastases. 
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Figure 22: Stages of colon cancer (taken from: http://www.nitisurgical.com/colon_cancer_pictures.htm)  
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Appendix B 

Original Theoretical Process Overview 

 
Figure 23: Original theoretical process overview 
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Appendix C  

Explanation of the Treeknorms 

 

The Treeknorm dictates a maximum lead time for 80% of all patients, and one for all patients. Table 15 

indicates the moment that the diagnosis is known as a reference point for the norms; this is the moment 

the patient visits the surgeon for the first time.  

 
Table 15: Treeknorms 

 

Appendix D 

Performance regarding the Treeknorms 

The lead time for the first Treeknorm could not be determined since the moment that the first 

appointment for diagnosis is made is not available.  The performance regarding the second Treeknorm is 

shown in Table 16.    

 
Table 16: Elkerliek performance on Treeknorm 2 

 

Table 16 indicates that the 80% Treeknorm is approximately met since 78,85% of all patients had a lead 

time of less than 35 days; however, 10% of all patients performed worse than the 100% norm.  It also 

shows that the average lead time is considerably higher than the 80% norm. 

  

Norm (days) Scope starts at Scope ends at

80% Treeknorm 1 21 First appointment for diagnosis is made Diagnosis is known

100% Treeknorm 1 28 First appointment for diagnosis is made Diagnosis is known

80% Treeknorm 2 35 Treatment is known/first visit surgeon Operation

100% Treeknorm 2 49 Treatment is known/first visit surgeon Operation

Patients within Scope

Average Lead Time Treeknorm 2 (days, N=52) 24,23

Percentage within 80% Treeknorm 2 79%

Percentage within 100% Treeknorm 2 90,00
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Appendix E 

Histograms of lead times regarding the KWF norms 

The green columns depict the patients within the norm whereas the red ones indicate patients with a 

lead time higher than the norm. The first histogram, Figure 24, shows that approximately 75% of all 

patients are discussed at the multidisciplinary meeting within 20 working days (which equals two times 

the first KWF norm). The other 25% needed substantially more time to get diagnosed. Figure 25 

indicates that approximately 80% of all patients are operated within 30 working days (twice the second 

KWF norm) after the multidisciplinary meeting and that the other 20% required substantially more time. 

 
Figure 24: Histogram regarding the first KWF norm (first visit to hospital – multidisciplinary meeting) 

 

 
Figure 25: Histogram regarding the second KWF norm (multidisciplinary meeting – operation) 
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Appendix F 

Theoretical Minimum Lead Time 

The first step within the scope is the colonoscopy which takes less than half an hour. After the 

colonoscopy colon biopts are sent to the pathologist (PA); if the colonoscopy takes place before 13h00, 

the PA results can already be known in InfoPatient (the electronic patient record) at the end of the day 

after the colonoscopy or even at 10h00 the next morning if an urgent analysis is ordered. After the 

colonoscopy, a number of diagnostic examinations are executed; since the gastroenterologist indicated 

during an interview that she regularly can already observe CC during the colonoscopy, these additional 

examinations can be planned immediately, to take place the day after the colonoscopy or, in theory, 

even on the same day as the colonoscopy. A process redesign project at the Viecuri hospital in Venlo, 

the Netherlands, has shown that it is possible to combine a number of these examinations and some 

pre-operative appointments in one day. As is explained in Section 7.1.1, the patient gets an X-ray of the 

thorax, CT liver scan, CEA blood test, first colon care nurse appointment, appointment with an 

anesthesiologist, consult with a dietician and an appointment with a gastroenterologist to discuss the PA 

and the results of the tests, in one day. On the same day also the operation is planned. After these tests 

the patient is discussed during a multidisciplinary meeting; the results of the pathologist and the 

diagnostic examinations are required here to get to a conclusion. Because of the minimal service time 

for pathology the meeting cannot take place on the same day as the colonoscopy. 

The only other appointments that are required after the meeting are an appointment with 

physiotherapy and with the surgeon; these can only take place after the multidisciplinary meeting and 

must take place before the day of the operation because the patient needs to prepare for the operation, 

based on the instructions (s)he received. If the meeting takes place during the day then the preoperative 

appointments could take place on the same day as the meeting 

Table 3 in Section 5.2.1.2 provides an overview of the minimum lead time but does not explicitly include 

the time needed to acquire the PA1 result but this is included in the fact that the multidisciplinary 

meeting cannot take place on the same day as the colonoscopy. 
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Appendix G 

Method by Riemers (2009) as validated and improved by Torres Ramos (2009) 

1. Build database 

1.1. Data usage 

1.1.1. Contact data manager 

1.1.2. Determine usage of data 

1.2. Extract data 

1.2.1. Identify data warehouse 

1.2.2. Data collection 

1.2.3. Integration and consolidation of data 

1.3. Transform data 

1.3.1. Pre-analysis and pre-processing of data 

1.3.2. Create database and import data 

1.3.3. Convert to MVN and MXML formats 

1.4. Load into both tools 

 

2. Introduction session 

2.1. Before the meeting 

2.1.1. Elaborate presentation of tools and method 

2.1.2. Schedule introduction session 

2.2. During the meeting 

2.2.1. Meet specialists 

2.2.2. Determine users 

2.2.3. Determine status of change 

2.2.4. Communicate / determine goals 

2.2.5. Determine first set of KPIs and extra 

 

3. Obtain domain knowledge 

 

4. Preliminary analysis 

4.1. Preparation of the data 

4.1.1. LTL checker / separate DBC-codes 

4.1.2. SOM plug-in to each DBC-code 

4.1.3. Maps in MagnaView according to the identified clusters 

4.1.4. Pre-processing activities for detailed analysis 

4.2. Analysis of activities 

4.2.1. All activities 

4.2.2. First activities 

4.2.3. Last activities 

4.3. Patterns 

4.3.1. Patterns (sequential) 

4.3.2. Patterns (grouped) 

4.3.3. Activities per day per patient 

4.3.4. Patterns in dataset 

4.4. Centered activity 

4.4.1. Sequential 
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4.4.2. Grouped 

4.4.3. Causal relations (1 step) 

4.4.4. Causal relations (3 steps) 

4.5. Process mining models 

4.5.1. Heuristic miner / Genetic miner / Fuzzy miner 

4.5.2. Fuzzy animation 

4.6. Handover of work 

4.6.1. Social network miner plug-in 

4.6.2. Analyze social network plug-in 

4.7. KPIs 

4.8. Results 

4.8.1. Elaborate presentation with the most important findings 

4.8.2. Prepare questions to stakeholders about doubts in the data 

4.8.3. Schedule the preliminary meeting 

 

5. Preliminary meeting 

5.1. Introduction 

5.1.1. Explain method 

5.1.2. Discuss initial results 

5.1.3. Let actor(s) interactively “play” with tools 

5.2. Selection 

5.2.1. Clarify doubts about activities to include/exclude 

5.2.2. Determine outliers 

5.3. Determine follow up steps 

 

6. 2nd analysis (Same activities as the preliminary analysis phase) 

 

7. Final meeting 

7.1. Before meeting 

7.1.1. Elaborate presentation with the most important findings 

7.1.2. Schedule the final meeting 

7.2. During meeting 

7.2.1. Present & discuss results 

7.2.2. Receive feedback on results 

7.2.3. Determine which goals were reached 

7.2.4. Determine follow-up steps 

 

8. Final documentation 

8.1. Project document 

8.2. Project files (MVN and MXML files) 
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Appendix H 

Overview of available Best Practices 

 
Table 17: Redesign best practices (taken from Limam Mansar and Reijers (2007) and Netjes et al. (2009)) 

Framework components Best practice technique What it is

Control relocation Move controls towards the customer

Contact reduction Reduce number of contacts with customers or third parties

Integration (INT) Consider integration with the business process of the customer or a supplier

Order types Determine whether tasks are related to the same type of order and, if necessary, 

distinguish new business processes

Task elimination (ELIM) Removal of tasks

Order based work Consider removing batch-processing and periodic activities from a business 

process

Triage Consider the division of a general task in two or more alternative tasks or consider 

the integration of two or more alternative tasks into one general task

Task composition 

(COMPOS)

Combine tasks into one task

Re-sequencing Move tasks to more appropriate places

Knock-out Order knocks-out in a decreasing order of effort and in an increasing order of 

termination probability

Parallelism (PAR) Execute task in parallel

Exception Design business processes for typical orders and isolate exceptional orders from 

normal flow

Trusted party Instead of determining information oneself, use results of a trusted party

Outsourcing (OUT) Outsourcing parts of the workflow

Interfacing Consider a standardized interface with customers and partners

Case/order assignment

(ASSIGN)

Workers perform as many steps as possible on a single case

Flexible assignment 

(FLEX)

Assign resources in such a way that maximal flexibility is preserved in the future

Centralization Treat geographically dispersed resources as if they are centralized

Split responsibilities Avoid assignment of task responsibilities to people from different functional units

Customer teams Consider assigning teams out of different departmental workers that will take care 

of the complete handling of specific sorts of orders

Numerical involvement Minimize the number of departments, groups and persons involved in the 

business process

Case manager Appoint one person as responsible for the handling of each type of order

Extra resources If capacity is not sufficient, increase the number of resources

Specialist-generalist Consider to make resources more specialized or more generalist

Empower Give workers most of the decision making authority and reduce middle 

management

Control addition Check the completeness and correctness of incoming materials and check the 

output before it is sent to customers

Buffering Instead of requesting information from an external source, buffer it by subscribing 

to updates

Task automation (AUTO) Automate tasks

Integral technology Try to elevate physical constraints in a business process by applying new 

technology

Resource Joining Place resources responsible for adjacent tasks (geographically) close together

Customer Involvement Obtain insight in the demands of customers and the added value and bottlenecks 

as perceived by customers

Scheduling Schedule the least variant patient categories at the beginning of the clinical 

sessions

Organization: population

Information

Technology

Additional (Netjes et al., 

2009)

Customers

Operations

Behaviour

External Environment

Organization: structure
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Appendix I 

List of Required Activities 

 
Table 18: List of required activities 

 

List of Related Activities 

 
Table 19: List of related activities 

 

Activites Corresponding process steps Description

Visit MDL First Visit MDL/INT A (first or repeated) visit to the gastroenterologist 

Visit INT First Visit MDL/INT A (first or repeated) visit to the internist 

Colonoscopy Colonoscopy An examination of the entire colon, using a fibrescope with camera

Pathology (biopts) PA (biopts) The result of the pathological tests of the colon biopts

CEA Dissemination research A blood test for cancer

X-thorax Dissemination research X-ray of the thorax

CT-abdomen Dissemination research CT-scan of the abdomen

MDO MDO Multi disciplinary meeting

Visit ACH Pre-operative visits A (first or repeated) visit to the surgeon

Visit CCV Pre-operative visits A (first or repeated) visit to the colon care nurse

Visit ANA / pre-assessment Pre-operative visits A (first or repeated) visit to the anesthesiologist

Physiotherapy Pre-operative visits A (first or repeated) visit to the physiotherapist

Activites Corresponding process steps Description

Visit DIE Pre-operative visits

A (first or repeated) visit to the dietician. Only required for patients 

who need this

MRI pelvis Dissemination research

RC patients require this additional examination, CC patient do not 

need it

Other imaging / radiology Dissemination research

Several other imaging methods are used that are not included in the 

guidelines

Pathology (other)

Diagnostic phase (between 

visit INT/MDL and MDO Additional pathological tests

Clinical Chemistry and Haematology

Diagnostic phase (between 

visit INT/MDL and MDO Additional laboratory tests

Other laboratory

Diagnostic phase (between 

visit INT/MDL and MDO Additional laboratory tests

Microbiology and parasitology

Diagnostic phase (between 

visit INT/MDL and MDO Additional laboratory tests

Telephonic visit (MDL/INT/ACH) No specific steps A telephonic consultation by a specialist

ECG Mainly pre-operative visits Electrocardiogram, to test the patient's hart condition

Clinic No specific steps Admission and stay at the hospital

Sigmoidoscopy

Diagnostic phase (between 

visit INT/MDL and MDO An examination of the lower part of the colon, the sigmoid
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Appendix J 

List of KPIs 

 
Table 20: KPIs – time dimension 

 

 
Table 21: KPIs – cost dimension 

 

 
Table 22: KPIs – quality dimension 

 

  

Performance Indicator Description

Lead time Both overall and for specific parts of the process. Measures 

include the average, median, standard deviation and a 

visualization of the spread by means of a histogram.

Processing time Of both pathology and radiology

Performance Indicator Description

Number of consultations Number of visits to a specialist (both physical and telephonic)

Number of unnecessary activities Activities that are not included in the guidelines and are not 

necessary. For instance by radiology

Performance Indicator Description

Number of hospital visits The number of times a patient went to the hospital between its 

first visit and the operation

Conformance: discussed at  MDO The percentage of patients discussed at the MDO

Conformance: diagnostics before 

MDO

The percentage of patients for which all required diagnostic 

activities had taken place before the MDO

Conformance: complete 

diagnostics

The percentage of patients for which all required diagnostic 

activities had taken place before the operation

Conformance: all activities The percentage of patients for which all required activities have 

taken place

Conformance: individual activities The percentage of patients for which a required activity took 

place, specified for each activity
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Appendix K 

Explanation of time influencing characteristics 

The time between activities is expected to be dependent on a initial diagnosis, type of surgery, 

responsible specialist, comorbidity, ASA score and whether the patient has had a sigmoidoscopy 

The initial diagnosis made by an internist can be directly related to CC or can be a different diagnosis 

which sometimes appears to have been caused by CC. Examples of such secondary diagnoses are 

anemia or stomach pain; it is expected that the diagnostic process will take longer for these patients. 

The type of surgery can be either open or laparoscopic of which the latter can only be performed by two 

of the surgeons; therefore patients are expected to have to wait longer for laparoscopic surgery. Also, 

differences in pathway and lead time may exist between specialists. Subsequently, colon carcinoma 

patients are often relatively old and therefore frequently suffer from multiple diseases; the fact that a 

patient also suffers from other diseases than CC is called ‘comorbidity’ which is also reflected in the ASA 

(American Society of Anesthesiologists) score which indicates whether a patient is healthy, suffering 

from mild systemic disease, from severe systemic disease or from life threatening disease. Both 

comorbidity and high ASA scores are expected to slow down the process.  Additionally, CRC patients 

require a visual inspection of the entire colon: a colonoscopy; it is, however, also possible to inspect only 

a small part of the colon, the sigmoid, using a sigmoidoscopy. Although it is always required that the 

entire colon is examined, sigmoidoscopies are still performed regularly because waiting time for those is 

much lower since more specialists can perform them. If a tumor is found in the sigmoid, a patient gets 

priority for a colonoscopy. Therefore, although the medical added value of sigmoidoscopies is very low 

and for financial reasons they should not be performed for patients suspected of having CC, it is 

expected that patients who have had a sigmoidoscopy move faster through the diagnostic process. 
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Appendix L 

Evaluation of the use of the views from the method by Riemers (2009) 

 
Table 23: Evaluation of the use of the method by Riemers 

  

View Tool

Always 

included? Included?

Useful 

results? Comment

All activities MV Yes Yes Yes Some of the results are shown in Appendix I 

and were used to find patterns and relations

First activities MV Yes Yes No Since only the date was available for many 

activities it was difficult to assess which 

activities were the relevant first activities

Last activities MV Yes Yes Yes The operation was chosen in advance as last 

activity, this view only served as verification of 

the dataset

Patterns 

(sequential)

MV Yes Yes Yes A modified version of the original view was 

used

Patterns 

(multi-set)

MV Yes Yes Yes A modified version of the original view was 

used

Activities per 

day per 

patient

MV No Yes Yes The main idea (displaying activities grouped 

per day) of this view was included but visually 

the view was changed completely

Centered 

activity

MV No No Not 

applicable

Information about causal relations, sequences 

and/or activities before or after a centered 

activity was gathered using the modified 

Patterns (sequential) and Patterns (multi-set) 

views

Process 

Mining

ProM Yes Yes Slightly These models provided no concrete 

information because of the variation in the 

process. They did, however, confirm the fact 

that the process is highly variable

Handover of 

work

ProM No No No Because a small number of patients was 

included, treated by diverse set of specialists 

which changed throughout the year, this 

analysis was not included. Some additional 

views were created in MagnaView which 

related originators to performance measures
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Appendix M 

Overview of applied MagnaView views  

 
Table 24: Overview of applied MagnaView views 

  

View Purpose Generally usable?

All activities -Find required and relevant activities Yes: for every redesign project an overview of all 

activities that can be found is required to find 

patterns and causes for delays

First activities - Determine for each patient what the 

first activity was, find possible relations 

between lead time and first activity. 

Verify whether the pre-defined start of 

the scope actually is the first activity

No: as is the case in this project, it might not be 

possible to determine the first activity.

Last activities - Determine for each patient what the last 

activity was, find possible relations 

between lead time and last activity. 

Verify whether the pre-defined end of 

the scope actually is the last activity

No: for the same reason as first activities.

Patterns (sequential) - Find process variation / standardization

- Find causes for delay

Yes: for every redesign project an overview of the 

actual process is required

Patterns (multi-set) - Identify whether observations found in 

the sequential view are caused by 

differences in the sequence of activities 

or in the number of activities per activity 

type

- Process conformance analysis

Yes: for every redesign project an overview of the 

actual process is required

Case specific view - Validation of observations made with all 

other views

- Investigation of outliers / extreme cases

Yes: it applies to all other views and therefore is 

necessary for every redesign project

Lead time view - Find lead times, determine possible 

relations between patient characteristics 

and activities and lead time

- Find waiting time for specific activities, 

determine possible relations between 

patient characteristics and waiting time

No: only if lead /waiting time analysis is 

incorporated in the project goals. This is, however, 

regularly the case for redesign projects 

Dotted chart view - Find bottleneck (regarding lead / waiting 

time) activities 

No: for the same reasons as lead time view

Histogram view - Find the distribution of an observed 

variable. Examples are the number of 

activities  or waiting time per patient for a 

specific activity type

Yes: it can be applied to every observed variable

Hospital visit view - Find the number of hospital visits and 

the sets of activities in each visit

No: this is a specfic view for this project. Other 

projects might not be interested in the number of 

visits
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 Appendix N 

Example of a Patterns (sequential) view as suggested by Riemers (2009) 

 

 
Figure 26: Patterns (sequential) view as suggested by Riemers (2009) 

 

Appendix O 

Patterns (sequential) including activities not related to CC 

 

Figure 27: Patterns (sequential) including activities not related to CC – first visit INT/MDL ���� operation 
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Appendix P 

Activities used for lead time, waiting time and processing time calculations 

 
Table 25: Activities used for lead time, waiting time and processing time calculations 

Activities

First registered activity

First visit  INT or MDL

Colonoscopy

X-thorax

CT-abdomen

CEA

MDO

First visit ACH

First visit ANA

First visit CCV

Operation planning date

Operation

Pathology
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Appendix Q 

Number of Hospital Visits 

 

 
Figure 28: Number of hospital visits – histogram 
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Appendix R 

Genetic Model – Filtered Data 

 
Figure 29: Genetic model – filtered data 



 

Appendix S 

Fuzzy Model – filtered data 

Figure 30: Fuzzy model – filtered data

76 

 
filtered data 
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Appendix T 

Venlo Process Model 

 

Figure 31: Venlo process model 
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Appendix U 

Maastricht Process Model 

 

Figure 32: Maastricht process model 
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Appendix V 

Summary of Qualitative Evaluation of Benchmarks 

A plus indicates a positive effect, a minus a negative effect. If an ‘*’ is added this means that the effect is 

stronger than the effect on the same row without the ‘*’. For example, the positive effect on lead time 

of the fact that diagnostics take place in one day is largest in Venlo (always in one day), second largest 

for the combination (mostly in two days, sometimes in one day) and third (but still positive) for the 

Maastricht model (always in two or three days). 

   
Table 26: Qualitative evaluation of benchmarks: time 

 

 
Table 27: Qualitative evaluation of benchmarks: quality 

 

 
Table 28: Qualitative evaluation of benchmarks: cost 

 

 
Table 29 Qualitative evaluation of benchmarks: flexibility  

Performance influencing factor Venlo Maastricht Combination

Slot reservations for diagnostics + +* +*

Early appointments with the anesthesiologist and dietician + + +

Structured process, controlled by case manager or nurse --> fewer activities

executed later than they should + +* +*

Diagnostic appointments in one day +** + +*

Slot reservations for pre-operative appointments and surgery 0 + +

Preoperative appointments in one day 0 + +

Time

Performance influencing factor Venlo Maastricht Combination

Process is structured and controlled better--> fewer activities missed + +* +*

Number of hospital visits is reduced +** + +*

Medical specialists have fewer planning tasks + + +

Some freedom is taken away from specialists - - -

Patients get too many examinations on one day + information overload -* 0 -

Patients sometimes have to wait long for PA result - 0 0

Patients sometimes have to wait a week for diagnostics 0 - 0

Planning staff must replan unused slots - -* -*

Quality

Performance influencing factor Venlo Maastricht Combination

Process is structured and controlled better--> fewer unnecessary activities + +* +*

Salary for case manager or nurse - -* -*

Cost

Performance influencing factor Venlo Maastricht Combination

Slot reservations - -* -*

Radiology required to deliver results within two working days - - -

Pathology required to deliver results within three working days 0 - -

Flexibility
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Appendix W 

Benchmark model with fixed modifications 

 

Figure 33: Benchmark model with fixed modifications 
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Appendix X 

Best Practices – Description and Qualitative Evaluation 

 
Table 30: Best practices: description and qualitative evaluation 

Best practice 

technique

What it is Already 

implemented?

Possibly 

useful?

Why useful?

Numerical 

involvement

T +/-, F-, Q+, C+

Minimize the 

number of 

departments, 

groups and 

persons 

involved in the 

business process

No Yes E.g. decrease the number of specialists involved in

the process by making sure that possible CC

patients go directly to a gastroenterologist and not

to an internist. This leads to better coordination

and more consistency, improving quality,

decreasing time and costs (by reducing

unnecessary activities). On the other hand, having

fewer specialists available for the execution of

tasks may increase time and decreases flexibility

Specialist-

generalist

T +/-, F-, Q+, C+

Consider to 

make resources 

more 

specialized or 

more generalist

No Yes E.g. let Internist focus solely on diagnostic process

before the colonoscopy and make

gastroenterologists responsible for the rest of the

process. This has the same effects as the numerical

involvement best practice.

Split 

responsibilities

T-, F-, Q+, C +/-

Avoid 

assignment of 

task 

responsibilities 

to people from 

different 

functional units

No Yes This is possible for the steps in the diagnostic

process after the colonoscopy, assigning these

tasks solely to gastroenterologists. According to

Reijers and Liman Mansar (2004, p.299) ‘tasks for

which different departments share responsibility

are more likely to be a source of neglect and

conflict’ . Therefore consistency and (internal and

external) quality will improve. Again flexibility and

time might be affected negatively. Costs are not

affected.

Case assignment

(ASSIGN)

T-, F-, Q+, C +/- 

Workers 

perform as many 

steps as possible 

on a single case

No Yes E.g. letting gastroenterologists perform all visits

after the colonoscopy and before the first visit to

the surgeon. This leads to the same effects as

numerical involvement.

Re-sequencing

T+, F-, Q+, C -

Move tasks to 

more 

appropriate 

places

Yes Yes E.g. request the operation earlier in the process or

combine more activities on one day (e.g. CT and

MRI). This reduces waiting time but flexibility is

reduced to some extent. Costs may slightly

increase since the first option can lead to more

iterations in operating room planning, creating

more administrative workload. Quality is improved

since the number of visits decreases

Extra resources

T+, F+, Q+, C-

If capacity is not 

sufficient, 

increase the 

number of 

resources

No Yes E.g. increase the number of reserved slots. This

decreases waiting time, increases flexibility,

improves quality due to lower workloads but also

increases costs.
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Appendix X (continued) 

Best Practices – Description and Qualitative Evaluation 

 
Table 31: Best practices: description and qualitative evaluation (continued) 

Best practice 

technique

What it is Already 

implemented?

Possibly 

useful?

Why useful?

Control addition

T+, F +/-, Q+, C +/-

Check the 

completeness 

and correctness 

of incoming 

materials and 

check the output 

before it is sent 

to customers

No Yes This is possible before the MDO (completeness of

diagnostics) and before the operation

(completeness of pre-operative appoinments).

This increases quality and might decrease time

since e.g. surgeons do not need to send patients

back to diagnostics. Flexibility is not affected, nor

are costs.

Case manager

T +, F +/-, Q+, C +/-

Appoint one 

person as 

responsible for 

the handling of 

each type of 

order

Yes Yes The Case Manager directs patients through the

process from the moment that CC is found. This

ensures that all (and only) the necessary activities

are executed, that activities are done in the right

sequence and that patients get all the required

information. This increases Quality, (satisfaction

and consistency). Costs both increase (the time

invested by the case manager) and decrease (less

unnecessary activities, which also decreases Time). 

Flexibility is not affected.

Task elimination

(ELIM)

T +/-, F +/-, Q+, C+

Removal of tasks Yes Yes Unnecessary tasks such as a sigmoidoscopy or

redundant visits can be removed from the process.

This will reduce costs. Also quality (patient

satisfaction) is improved since patients need fewer 

hospital visits. Time can be reduced since workload 

of resources decreases to some extent. However,

as the analysis showed, e.g. a sigmoidoscopy did

allow patients to enter the process faster.

Removing these might therefore have adverse

effects on time. Flexibility is not affected.

Order based work

T +/-, F-, Q-, C-

Consider 

removing batch-

processing and 

periodic 

activities from a 

business process

No Yes This might be possible for the multidisciplinary

meeting (MDO). However having more frequent

MDOs or even individual MDOs will be problematic

for all specialists involved and increases costs.

Time may be reduced for patients since they are

discussed faster. On the other hand specialist are

not available for other tasks if they attend an MDO

and flexibility is reduced if many people must be

present at the same time. For this reason Internal

quality is reduced as well. Costs might increase.

Customer 

Involvement

Obtain insight in 

the demands of 

customers and 

the added value 

and bottlenecks 

as perceived by 

customers

No Yes This can lead to improvement on all dimensions of

the Devil’s Quadrangle.
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Appendix X (continued) 

Best Practices – Description and Qualitative Evaluation 

 
Table 32: : : : Best practices: description and qualitative evaluation (continued) 

Best practice 

technique

What it is Already 

implemented?

Possibly 

useful?

Why useful?

Outsourcing (OUT)

T+, F-, Q +/-, C +/-

Outsourcing 

parts of the 

workflow

No Yes E.g. letting a different hospital perform an X-thorax 

or CT-abdomen. This might decrease time. Quality

of care might increase if the party is specialized in

the specific activity but might also decrease.

Quality (satisfaction) also decreases because

patients must go to a different location. Flexibility

decreases since demands of the party should be

taken into account. Costs might decrease.

Task composition 

(COMPOS)

Combine tasks 

into one task

No No Each of the tasks must be performed separately. 

Activities such as the CT-scan and the MRI are 

impossible to combine. Each consultation requires 

its specific specialist and therefore consultations 

can also not be combined.

Parallelism (PAR) Execute task in 

parallel

No No Activities cannot be executed in parallel. Patients

cannot be split and activities such as the

appointment at which the PA result is given cannot

take place before this result is known. The same

holds for radiology and the MDO.

Contact reduction Reduce number 

of contacts with 

customers or 

third parties

No No This best practice is related to the exchange of

information with a customer or third party in

which this information is input to the process.

These contacts are prone to errors and may involve

a lot of waiting time. In healthcare processes the

patient is the customer who must be present at

each appointment. Since the process does not

involve steps for which information from an

external source is required, this best practices is

not applicable

Resource Joining

T +/-, F +/-, Q+, C +/-

Place resources 

responsible for 

adjacent tasks 

(geographically) 

close together

No No This is already done sufficiently, all resources are

present at the hospital

Trusted party Instead of 

determining 

information 

oneself, use 

results of a 

trusted party

No No This not possible since information cannot have

been determined in the past.

Flexible 

assignment (FLEX)

Assign resources 

in such a way 

that maximal 

flexibility is 

preserved in the 

future

No No It is possible to always first assign

gastroenterologists to all activities between the

colonoscopy and the MDO and assign internists if

gastroenterologists are not available. However,

availability of gastroenterologists is not a problem

and if internists are allowed to only rarely perform

these tasks, it is more likely that activities are

forgotten, reducing process conformance
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Appendix X (continued) 

Best Practices – Description and Qualitative Evaluation 

 
Table 33: Best practices: description and qualitative evaluation (continued) 

Best practice 

technique

What it is Already 

implemented?

Possibly 

useful?

Why?

Task automation

(AUTO)

Automate tasks No No It is not possible to automate the tasks in this

process.

Integration (INTG) Integration of 

the workflow of 

the client or 

supplier

No No This is not possible within the scope of this project

since it does not include inputs from a client of

supplier (other than the patient itself)

Order types Determine 

whether tasks 

are related to 

the same type of 

order and, if 

necessary, 

distinguish new 

business 

processes

No No This is already applied for e.g. Rectum carcinoma

patients. A further distinction of types of orders

might include difficult to diagnose cases or

patients with metastases. These groups are

relatively small, however, and therefore

distinguishing new processes for them will result

in a lot of additional rules and definitions with only 

minor added value. 

Triage Divide a general 

task in two or 

more alternative 

tasks, or the 

other way 

around

No No This best practice is related to the 'order types'

best practice. Whereas 'order types' implies the

creation or a new process for specific types of

patients, this best practice implies the creation of

different tasks. Each task is the same for every

patient group, however; different types of patients 

may only undergo a different set of activities.

Centralization Treat 

geographically 

dispersed 

resources as if 

they are 

centralized

No No This cannot be applied for parts of the process for

which the patient is present (e.g. examinations,

consultations) but may be applicable for other

tasks such as the MDO which might also take place

in the form of a virtual meeting (which includes

also the application of the integral technology best

practice). The added value of this would be very

minimal, however, since specialist come from

hospitals that are very near to Elkerliek hospital.

The reduction in travelling time therefore not or

only marginally affects the lead time of patients.

Exception Design business 

processes for 

typical orders 

and isolate 

exceptional 

orders from 

normal flow

No No This is already applied for e.g. urgent patients and

patients with metastases.

Knock-out Order knocks-

out in a 

decreasing order 

of effort and in 

an increasing 

order of 

termination

Yes No Two knock-out moments exist:

1. The colonoscopy: if no tumor is found the

patient is knocked-out. This happens for 96% of all

patients and is already positioned as early in the

process as possible.

2. If at the MDO it is concluded that a CC patient is

inoperable because of metastases. This is also

already positioned as early in the process is

possible.
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Appendix X (continued) 

Best Practices – Description and Qualitative Evaluation 

 
Table 34: Best practices: description and qualitative evaluation (continued) 

  

Best practice 

technique

What it is Already 

implemented?

Possibly 

useful?

Why?

Control relocation Move controls 

towards the 

customer

No No The process is too complicated for the customers

(patients) since they lack specialized knowledge.

Customer teams Consider 

assigning teams 

out of different 

departmental 

workers that will 

take care of the 

complete 

handling of 

specific sorts of 

orders

No No This already exists where this is possible (not for

urgent cases). E.g. only a specific set of surgeons

operates CC patients. A specific subset does

laparoscopic surgery etc.

Empower Give workers 

most of the 

decision making 

authority and 

reduce middle 

management

No No No decisions are taken by middle management in

this process

Buffering Instead of 

requesting 

information 

from an external 

source, buffer it 

by subscribing to 

updates

No No No external information sources are used.

Integral technology Try to elevate 

physical 

constraints in a 

business process 

by applying new 

technology

No No This is already applied for information transfers.

Furthermore, this can be applied as is described for 

'centralization'

Interfacing Consider a 

standardized 

interface with 

customers and 

partners

No No Contact with customer always appears face to face.

Scheduling Schedule the 

least variant 

patient 

categories at the 

beginning of the 

clinical sessions

No No The lead time and availability of clinical sessions is 

not a problem for this process since the benchmark 

model includes slot reservations which each apply 

to only one patient. It is assumed that slot 

activities take place at the moment that is reserved 

for them
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Appendix Y 

Care pathway after application of best practices 

 

Figure 34: Care pathway after application of best practices 
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Appendix Z 

Model assumptions 

The following assumptions hold for the model of The model starts at the moment a tumor is found; this 

is either at a colonoscopy or sigmoidoscopy. If the tumor is found at a sigmoidoscopy, a colonoscopy has 

to take place within 3 months after the operation which is outside the scope of this project. 

1 The inter-arrival rate of CC patients (λ1) is exponentially distributed with a mean of 0,176 patients 

per working day (45,8 patients per year). This was confirmed using a Kolmogornov-Smirnov test 

(p=0,635) in PASW statistics on the dates of colonoscopies and sigmoidoscopies from the analysis 

of Section 6. A visual inspection of the arrivals showed no seasonal patterns. 

2 The inter-arrival rate of RC patients (λ2) is exponentially distributed (p=0,517) with a mean of 

0,089 patients per working day (23,1 patients per year). 

3 All days in the model are working days, a year has 260 working days and the KWF norms are 

defined in terms of working days (please refer to Section 5.2.1) 

4 If patients go to diagnostics via the regular route because all slots are full (scenario 2), the CT-scan 

is the bottleneck. It is assumed that the other appointments that normally take place at the day of 

the CT-scan (e.g. MRI, visit ANA) can always also be planned on the day of the CT. 

5 If patients can choose to take the old pathway for diagnostics (scenario 3), it is assumed that again 

the CT is the bottleneck and that all other appointments for diagnostics take place at or before the 

day of the CT.  

6 The benchmark at Venlo indicated that 70% of all patients choose to go through the redesigned 

pathway. It is therefore assumed that 30% off all patients chooses the old pathway in scenario 3. 

7 The waiting time for the CT-scan for patients that go via the regular route is determined using the 

data analysis of Section 6; this showed that the time between the colonoscopy (or sigmoidoscopy) 

and the CT is currently normally distributed (μ = 4,5; σ=2,5, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: p = 0,690).  

8 Patients cannot visit the nephrologist on the same day as the colonoscopy 

9 An RC patients has to wait to get diagnostics (or go through the regular pathway if allowed) if the 

MRI is not available. This is applicable if there are fewer slots for the MRI than for the other 

diagnostics. 

10 During four weeks per year all slots are unavailable because of holidays. These holiday weeks are 

evenly distributed over the year which means that every 13th week is a holiday and that servers 

are available for 48 weeks per year. 

11 Holidays only influence the availability of the slots. Patients can still get diagnostics via the regular 

way during holidays and MDOs still take place. 

12 The service time of all activity clusters (i.e. diagnostics, pre-operative appointments, visit 

nephrologist and MDO) is discrete and equal to 1 day. 

13 It is assumed that sufficient resources are available for each configuration to handle all tasks in the 

model. This is a reasonable assumption since the new process suggests a configuration that uses 

less resource time since unnecessary activities are omitted. Furthermore, slots can be released a 

number of days beforehand if no patients have arrived (the number of patients expected for the 

CT is for instance already known on a Friday because of the lead time for the PA result); this means 

that no resource time is wasted.  

14 The anesthesiologist always allows patients to go through to the operation; he/she never demands 

additional appointments with e.g. the cardiologist. 
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Appendix AA 

Model setup 

The setup of the quantitative model is shown in Figure 35. This figure includes the possibility that 

patients go to the CT-scan via the regular way if there are no slots available which is visualized in red.  

Furthermore in Figure 35, diagnostics stands for the entire combination of appointments that happen on 

the day of the CT-scan 

 
Figure 35: Model setup 

 

The model contains the following input parameters: 

- λ1 : inter-arrival rate of CC patients  

- λ2 : inter-arrival rate of RC patients 

- c : number of slots available for both RC an CC patients at the CT-scan, X-thorax and 

anesthesiologist 

- m : number of slots available for RC patients at the MRI and for the rectal touch 

- n: number of slots available at the nephrologist 

- p: number of slots available for the pre-operative appointments with the surgeon and CCV 

- o: number of slots available for operations 

The following fixed parameters (following the process description in Appendix Y) are part of the lead 

time: 

- x1 : pathology service time, 2 working days 

- x2: time between start of visit nephrologist and diagnostics, 2 working days 

- x3: time between start of diagnostics and start of the MDO, 1 working day 

- x4: time between start of MDO and start of the pre-operative appointments, 1 working day, if p 

= c (i.e. the number of slots available for diagnostics is equal to the number of slots for the pre-

operative appointments) 

- x5: time between start of pre-operative appointments and start of the operation, 3 working 

days (pre-operative appointment, 2
nd

 visit CCV and operation preparation), if o = p and CCV is 

always available for second visit on Friday 

The following dependent parameters are part of the lead time: 

- w1a: waiting time for diagnostics for patients who do not see the nephrologist. Caused by the 

fact that the patient arrives earlier than Tuesday, on average this is 2 working days  

- w1qc: waiting time for diagnostics because there is no place available at the CT-scanner 

- w1qm: waiting time for RC patients for diagnostics because there is no place at the MRI 
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- w2a: waiting time for the nephrologist because the patient arrives earlier than Friday, 2 working 

days on average 

- w2q: waiting time for the nephrologist because there is no place available 

- w3: the waiting time for the CT via the regular route. Since the CT is requested at the time of the 

colonoscopy and the patient always has to wait for his PA result (x1), this waiting time is equal 

to max(2, norm(4,5;2,5)) for patients who did not visit the nephrologist. For patients who did 

visit the nephrologist w3 is equal to max((w2a + w2q + x2) , norm(4,5;2,5)). It is assumed that 

the CT is the bottleneck for the diagnostics and that the other appointments and examinations 

can be planned before the CT. 

- w4: waiting time for the pre-operative appointments if c > p 

- w5: waiting time for the operation if p > o 
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Appendix AB 

Simulation setup 

Before simulation of the model can take place, a number of parameters need to be set. First, a warm-up 

period should be determined to delete any possible bias due to initial settings. Furthermore, the 

number of replications and the replication run length which are required to yield significant and 

unbiased results should be determined. The basic input for the calculation will be a pilot run of 10 

replications of 22.250 patients. According to Law and Kelton (2000) a pilot run of at least 5 replications 

with a large (arbitrarily defined by Law and Kelton) run length is the correct input to yield significant 

results. Law and Kelton use 10 replications in the examples in their book; therefore the pilot run will 

consist of 10 replications.  

The calculations will be made for lead time for the diagnostic phase, i.e. the lead time regarding the first 

KWF norm. This is done because this phase includes all patients whereas the process regarding the 

second KWF norm includes parts with only CC or only RC patients. It is assumed that a steady state for 

the first part of the process indicates a steady state for the rest of the process as well. 

Warm-up period 

In order to determine the warm-up period of the simulation, Welsh’s method is used as described in 

Law and Kelton (2000); 10 replications of the simulation are made, each of length 22.250 patients.  

Let Yji be the ith observation form the jth replication (j = 1,2,…..,n; i = 1, 2, ….., m) 

Let ∑ =
=

n

j jii nYY
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/   for i = 1,2,…, m  

Then )(wYi
 is the moving average with window w (w is a positive integer such that w ≤ (m/4). 
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For a number of levels of w ({500, 1000, 2000}), 10 replications of 22.250 patients each are executed. 

The resulting graph that provides the smoothest curve is shown in Figure 36 for which w is 2000. Only 

the first 7500 patients are depicted since this enables a more accurate determination of the point at 

which the graph smoothens out. The rest of the graph (up to 22.250 patients) shows a smooth curve.  
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Figure 36: Moving average lead time (w = 500) 

 

The figure shows that the average lead time smoothens out after approximately 1000 patients. To make 

sure that all warm-up effects are excluded from the simulation the warm-up period will be set to 1200 

patients.  

Simulation run length 

Law and Kelton (2000) suggest a simulation run length that is large relative to the warm-up period; Law 

and Kelton give an example of a simulation with a warm up period of 24 time units and a run length of 

160 which they call sufficient. Therefore, it is assumed that, with a warm-up of 1200 patients, simulating 

with 22.250 patients will be more than sufficient to gain meaningful results.  

Number of replications  

To determine the number of replications that is used in the simulation, first the desired level of relative 

error, γ, as defined by Law and Kelton (2000) must be set. This relative error is the expected amount of 

relative average difference between the values of the replication means and the actual mean, μ. For this 

simulation the relative error is set at 0,1 with a confidence level (1 – α) of 90 (an α of 10% is used). X , 

the sample average, has a an adjusted relative error of γ’ = γ/(1+ γ)= 0,09 , which is the relative error to 

get an actual relative error of 0,1 (Law and Kelton, 2000). This means that the actual relative error is at 

most 0,1 in about 90% of the cases. 

To determine the number of replications required to yield the desired level of γ Law and Kelton provide 

an approximate expression for the number of replications using the following data from the pilot run: 

S
2
 (n) = population variance of the pilot run = 3,8821 

)(nX = average lead time of the pilot run = 9,5748 

n = number of replications in the pilot run = 10 

The approximate number of replications required to obtain an estimate of μ (the actual mean lead time 

of the model) with a relative error of 0,1 and a confidence level of 90% is given by the following formula: 
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The smallest integer i that satisfies this equation is the approximate number of replications required. For 
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This means that the simulation will constitute of 56 replications of 22.250 patients. 
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Appendix AC 

Model Validation – diagnostic part 

In this section the diagnostic part (i.e. the part to which KWF1 refers) of the original model for scenario 1 

(patients only allowed to be served via the slots), configuration 1 with an additional MRI slot (1 slot for 

the nephrologist, 2 slots for diagnostics and 2 slots for MRI) is validated. In Section 7.2.2, it is explained 

that queuing theory only provides results for the average lead time and not for a certain percentage that 

meets a specified norm. Therefore the average lead time is used for the validation. 

Figure 37 shows the queuing model for this scenario, the following parameters are included in this figure: 

- ra,1: arrival rate of CC patients that did not visit the nephrologist (0,132 patients per working day) 

- ra,2: arrival rate of RC patients that did not visit the nephrologist (0,067 patients per working day) 

- ra,3: arrival rate of CC patients that visited the nephrologist (0,044 patients per working day) 

- ra,4: arrival rate of RC patients that visited the nephrologist (0,022 patients per working day) 

- re: total processing rate of the sever, taking setup time (s, equal to 4 working days) into account 

(for 2 slots re is in total 0,4 patients per working day) 

 
Figure 37: Queuing model diagnostics 

  

Hopp and Spearman (2008) provide the following formula to calculate the average waiting time for a 

G/G/2 server: 
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- 2

ac  = squared coefficient of variation of the arrival time 

- 2

ec = squared coefficient of variation of the processing time  = 0 (process time is deterministic) 

- et = mean effective process time = process time + setup time = 5 

Please note that in the calculation for the utilization, holidays are not taken into account; this means 

that on a yearly basis the processing rate is 7,7% (every 13
th

 week is a holiday)  lower and the actual 

utilization is 0,72. However, this cannot be entered in to the formula provided above since holidays 

Diagnostics

(re, s)

ra,1 + ra,2

ra,3 + ra,4
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occur on certain moments in time, reducing the processing rate to 0; this is something else than a 

processing rate that is constantly  7,7% lower.  

In Section 7.2.2, three reasons are given why queuing theory cannot be used to calculate the exact 

average lead time. The first reason is the fact the coefficient of variation of patients arriving at 

diagnostics from the nephrologist cannot be calculated; the second one is the fact that queuing theory 

does not allow for patients to only be served on a certain day. Average lead time formulas assume that 

patients are served at the moment the server is available and a patients arrives. 

Since no exact calculation of the expected average lead time can be calculated a lower and an upper 

bound are defined between which the average lead time should be. As a lower bound, the average lead 

time is calculated if no patients needed to visit the nephrologist. This is a lower bound because visiting 

the nephrologist requires two days (one for the visit and 1 for the CT preparation) and because the 

coefficient of variation of the arrival rate of patients at diagnostics is expected to be increased by visit to 

the nephrologist. 

For this scenario ra,3  is added to ra,1 and ra,4 to ra,2, keeping the total arrival rate ra at 0,264 patients per 

working day. 2

ac  is calculated as follows: 

2

ac  = ���
����

  

Where 

 �� = standard deviation of the inter-arrival time = 
	


���� ����
 

In which: 

- ����  = variance of the inter-arrival rate of CC patients = 0,176� = 0,0079 

- ����  = variance of the inter-arrival rate of RC patients = 0,089� = 0,031 

And: 

�� = average inter-arrival time = 

4,3,2,1,

1

aaaa rrrr +++
 = 3,78 

Therefore �� = 5,07 and 2

ac  = 0,554. Inserting this into the formula for the average waiting time yields: 
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To calculate the lead time for the first part of the process this waiting time is added to the PA processing 

time (2 days), diagnostics service time (1 day) and the average waiting time until Tuesday (2 days). 

This means that the lower bound for the lead time is equal to 7,71 days. 
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An upper bound is defined by assuming that the coefficient of variation of the arrival of patients is equal 

to 1 (i.e. the inter-arrival time of patients at diagnostics is exponentially distributed) and 25% of all 

patients visits the nephrologist. This is an upper bound because in practice  
ac  is much lower (0,74 plus 

the additional variation from visiting the nephrologist). 

Now: 
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The lead time is now calculated by adding the same factors as for the upper bound plus 0,25 times the 

time between a visit to the nephrologist and diagnostics (2 days) plus the waiting time for nephrology. 

The waiting time for nephrology is calculated using the same formula which yields an average waiting 

time of 2,08. The total average lead time upper bound therefore is: 

4,88 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 0,25 ∗  2 + 2,08! =  10,90 

According to the simulation results the average lead time is equal to 9,18 working days with a 95% 

confidence interval half length of 0,41. The 95% confidence interval therefore is (8,77 ; 9,59). These 

values fall within the bound described above. Therefore it is concluded that it cannot be stated that the 

model is not valid. 

Model Validation – pre-operative part 

To check the validity of the pre-operative process the model was simulated in a configuration for which 

no waiting time would occur after the MDO and no holidays would occur. This is achieved by having an 

equal amount of slots at the pre-operative appointments and operation as the amount of slots available 

for diagnostics. This means that, for instance, every week maximally 2 patients get diagnostics; if there 

are two slots available at all the subsequent steps, it never occurs that a slot becomes unavailable. This 

means that the second KWF norm is always met; simulation showed that this indeed is the case. 
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Appendix AD 

Final Design 

 

Figure 38: Final process design 
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Appendix AE 

Final Methodology 

 
Figure 39: Final methodology 
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Appendix AF 

Overview and Details of Methodology Steps 

 
*Relevant stakeholders include a manager, a member of the supporting staff, and specialist of each involved specialty 

Table 35: Overview and details of methodology steps 

 

Step Description Input Tools Comment

1 Identify process steps 

and KPIs

Protocols

Interviews

Literature

Devil's Quadrangle - Distinguish between required, related and 

unrelated activities.

- Take the criteria by Fortuin (Table 37, 1986) into 

account when defining KPIs.

- Define an overall goal for the redesign project, 

based on the most important KPI(s).

- Validate results with all relevant individual 

stakeholders* and in a group session.

2 Identify useful 

elements in method by 

Riemers

Method by Riemers

Identified process steps 

and KPIs

- Always include the views of Table 38.

- Add additional views if needed (to gain insight into 

the process or to measure the KPIs). Examples from 

this case study and the method by Riemers are shown 

in Table 39.

3 Execute analysis Patient data

Adjusted method by 

Riemers

MagnaView

ProM - Use data from as many different sources as possible 

to verify the validity and reliability of the data.

- Use ProM to create overall process models. Only use 

more plug-ins of ProM if MagnaView does not 

provide all required insights.

- Validate results first with individual stakeholders* 

and then in a group session.

4 Create redesigns Analysis results

Benchmarks

Interviews

BPR best practices

- Make sure that only fixed restrictions on the process 

under consideration are included. Changeable 

restrictions should not yet be taken into account.

- The benchmarks are applied first, followed by the 

best practices.

- Make sure that more than one benchmark is used to 

prevent 'tunnel vision'.

- If only one benchmark is available, then next to 

applying the best practices to the benchmark model, 

also apply all best practices to the original model 

without taking the benchmarks into account. 

- Use the Devil's Quadrangle to evaluate redesign 

options, benchmarks and best practices to decide 

which should be included in the design.

5 Qualitatively evaluate 

redesigns

Redesigns

Interviews

Literature

Devil's Quadrangle

- Applies to the  redesign(s) created after the 

application of benchmarks and best practices. 

- Provides an overview of their impact on all relevant 

performance dimensions (as defined in Step 1).
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*Relevant stakeholders include a manager, a member of the supporting staff, and specialist of each involved specialty 

Table 36: Overview and details of methodology steps (continued) 

 

 
Table 37: Criteria by Fortuin (1986) 

 

Step Description Input Tools Comment

6 Select redesigns for 

quantitative analysis

Redesigns

Result of qualitative 

analysis

Interviews

- Interviews involve also a group session at which the 

results of the qualitative evaluation are validated and 

redesigns for quantitative analysis are selected.

7 Quantitatively evaluate 

redesigns

Redesigns

Scenarios CPN tools

Devil's Quadrangle

Queuing theory

- If possible, apply queuing theory

- Evaluate several scenarios / configurations that 

might meet the goals of the redesign project

8 Select final redesign Results of qualitative 

and quantitative analysis

- Combine results of the qualitative and quantitative 

analysis

- Validate results and choice for redesign in a group 

session with all relevant stakeholders*

9 Tailor redesigns

Redesign of Step 8

Unchangeable 

restrictions defined  

during meeting of Step 8

- Apply restrictions that can be changed but that the 

hospital does not want to change to the redesign

10 Evaluate tailored 

redesigns

Tailored redesigns

Scenarios

CPN tools

Devil's Quadrangle

Queuing theory

- If possible, apply queuing theory

- Evaluate the scenario of Step 7 that yielded the best 

results with regard to the goals of the redesign 

project

11 Implementation plan Tailored redesign - Take implementation requirements (Table 40) into 

account

- Create a timeline for the implementation steps

12 Final Report Results of Steps 1 to 11 - Clearly state a summary of the results of each step

- Create clear recommendations for implementation 

and evaluation

- Emphasize the effect of adhering to changeable 

restrictions

Criteria by Fortuin

KPIs are easy to understand, objective and clearly defined

KPIs are meaningful and relevant, creating insight into the current 

performance regarding aspects that match the objectives of the 

organization and the redesign project

All stakeholders within the organization agree upon the 

meaningfulness of the KPIs

The quantities used in the KPIs can be influenced
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Table 38: Required views in MagnaView 

 

 
Table 39: Other views in MagnaView, as applied in this report 

 

 
Table 40: Implementation requirements 

Required views in MagnaView

All activities

Patterns (sequential)

Patterns (multi-set)

Case specific view

Histogram view

Other views in MagnaView, applied in this report

First activities

Last activities

Lead time view

Dotted chart view

Hospital visit view

Implementation requirements

The involved personnel knows about the new design and supports it.

Responsibility is clearly defined throughout the process

All staff members that have been assigned with responsibility over (part of) the process, 

know all the details of the new design.

Follow up is guaranteed in terms of evaluation. This is supported by making a clear overview 

of the steps that were taken to analyze the process, so this can be replicated. Support from IT 

to quickly obtain the data for such an analysis is also required.
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